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Clayton, New Mexico, June
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Will Battle for War

SUED FOR ELECTION BOOZE BILL
When is a debt not a debt ?
This question has bothered justices of the peace, county judges,
distrit judges and even supremo
court judges for years since the lime
that Ramccses issued a royal decree
repudiating all debt of the crown
and was dethroned because the old
Egyptians were such a mercenary lot
lhat they could not get along without their money.
It's a troublesome question. Some
debts are good debts, some are bad,
and some are just sort of indifferent ' But when a debt is not a debt
is' not a debt is all clear to at least
one Clayton man.
'
Elmer E. Hamm can answer that
question. '
A debt is not a debt when it is owed
by the Republican County Central
Committee.
At least it has not been a debt until here lately. And to make it a
upstanding
real,
debt, collectable from members of
the Committee. Elmer E. Hamm
has filed suit in tho District Court
to obtain judgement against Robert
Q. Palmer, as Chairman, Manuel Martinez, as Secretary and H. J. Hammond, as Treaurer of the Republican
County Central; Committee, ami to
collect from tlioc' leading Republican lights of the county the sum of
two hundred and three and ninety-ilv- e
ono hundredths dollar.
That is the balance Hamm alleges
is owed him for whiskey and cigars
purchased thru him for the use' of
the Republican vote getters at the
last county and stale election.
Hamm alleges that that whiskey
was plumb good whiskey, and that
those cigars were at least as good as
any handed out by politicians along
about election day. That the banding out of these goods did not win
the election for tho Republican Party, Hamm, alleges, is no fault of his,
and he feels that he should be reimbursed for the liquor and cigars even
tho the election was lost by a majority much smaller than will again
defeat the party at the coming election.
Confident that they would win the
election, Hamm alleges the defenders "among others, were engaged
under the name and style of the Republican Central Committee of Union County, New Mexico, in about the
business of carrying on anr conducting a political campaign in Union
County, New Mexico; that in and
the conduct of said business
in furtherence of said campaign, and
as a means of promoting such campaign, the said defendents did purchase of this plaintiff a large amount
of beer, wine, whiskey, drinks cigars
and other like merchandise, and that
the account for said merchandise
was due November 6th., 1917.
Of course, when the morning of
November Cth, 1916, dawned upon
ihe people of Union County, there
wa no daylight coming for the members of the Republican Central Committee nor their henchmen who had
"so carefully placed those quantities
t wine, beer, drinks etc., where they
lhot they would do the most good.
It was a morning in which the head
donor of those gifts was muddled as
the head of the recipient of the
bounty, but for a different reason.
The morning dawned bright and
fair, if the Newman remembers oorr
recly, but the, impression that there
had. been a snow storm and there
was nothing but gloom In "all the
must have been
wide,
.strong in the camps of the Republican cohorts.
$203.05,
That the UUle matter-obooze bill was forgotton in the great
er misery of euch pronounced dereat
One could
is not at all surprising.
forget most anything under such
But that the debt
circumstances.
should so per8istantly bo forgotten,
in spite of all efforts on the part of
lontinuftl on page 4 of this section
ss,
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Savings Pledges

HAPPENINGS AND
WHEREABOUTS
Visiting Parents
Mrs. R. E. Carpenter, of El Paso
is here visiting hei parents, Mr. and
Mr. D. W. Snyder, v

Clayton Couple Marled at Dalhart
Rex Reeves and Miss Alico Boggs,
both of Clayton, stole a march on
their friends last Saturday when
they went to Dalhart and were married.
Both the young people are
well known here and are very pop
ular in the younger set,.
;

C.

irea, A. H.

Lanes Back From Missouri
S. E. Lanp and family, and Peggy
Cooper, have returned from a trip
to Jopin, Missouri, where they went
to look after mining interests.

Tignors Hark Home
J. O. Tignor and family returned
this week from an extended visit
in Nebraska. Oklahoma Kansas and
other points. The trip was made
in Tignor's car.
Will Spend Month With Mother
Mrs. G. C. Smith and children left
Monday for Dequeen, Ark., where

they will spend several weeks visiting Mrs. Smith's mother and father.
.Newsman's

Wife Here

Mrs. Edgar Sherman, and daughter Bobby, of Trinidad, are spending
in Clayton visiting the
the week-en- d
Newsman before he leaves for mil-

itary service.

Uaure at Pennington, July Fourth
Residents of tho Pennington community are planning a dance to be
given at the Pennington School the
night of July Fourth.
All are invited to attend the dance, the proceeds of which will go lo the Red
Cross.

.
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At a meeting of the War Savings
Stamp Drive Committeemen, held at
W. S. S. Headquarters Monday evening, plans were partially perfected
for the Army and Navy campaign,
the firing of the first gun of which
will mark the formal opening of
the Drive in District No. 1, Clayton,
to oversubscribe the quota of War
Savings Stamp pledges allotted the
district.
General H. H. Errett and Skipper
Bob Isaacs, commander of the land
and water forces, after a lively tilt
for strategic positions, announced
oftheir Lieutenants and ranking
y
ficers as follows.
ARMY: II. II. Errett, General; Bill
Franklin, W. L. Blakcly, E. G. Priest-

ly, T. II. Rixey, II. B. Woodward, M.
Johnson, C. A. Rullcdge, Chaster
Kiser, M. G. Tixier, James Wilson,
Captains; Rev. H. R. Mills, Chaplin.
WOMAN'S RELIEF CORPS; Mrs.
Wherritt, Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. Eklund,
Mrs. Wilson, Mrs. I. E. Chamberlain
and Mrs. G. G. Thompson.
Guy Burch Goes East
NAVY; Crew of the Good Ship
Guy Burch. who has been visit Clayton; R. W. Isaacs. Skipper; Eding in points south of here passed gar Sherman, George Wade, Clarence
thru Clayton Friday night on his way T. Baker, Simon Herzstein, Charlie
Mitchell, W. C.'Barnhart, A. C. Mhast for the summer.

Marriage License Is Issued
County Clerk Juan J. Duran this
week issued a marriago license to
Alehandro Montano, of Miera, and
Miss Lucia Garcia, of Clayton.
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Resident dies
,

"ft.--

"

Mrs. Francisco Garcia died at her
home in Mirea, Monday morning,
She was' the wife of
June 17th.
Don Francisco Garcia, who died
about one year ago; "
,

Loui Garcia,

nonliving in

Colo-

rado, near Trinidad is Ihe only sur-

viving member of the original

cia family.

Gar-

1

The Garcia's are the original settlers of Union County. They came
here when this was a wild buffalo
range, and settled on 'these plains
when there were no- neighbors except the occasional band of Indians
travelling in search of their favorite
beast, the buffalo.
The Garcia's were .known and
recognized as the ..leading citizens
of Union County, and northeast
-

'

,.V
New Mexico.
v
Mrs. Garcia leaves several chil-

dren and host of relative and friends
to mourn her deoth. .

--

Daflcn, Livingston

Tay-

lor, First Luffs; Rev, Wills, Sky Pilot.
YEOWOMEN; Mrs. L. M. Fruth,
Joan R. Grimm, Mrs. F. G. Akins,
Mrs. M. T. Ryan, Mis. Max Gomales,
Mrs. Mildred Drake and Mis. Gould.
"Theso officers of the two forces
will solicit pledges the first six üays
of the campaign, of which three are
now passed, and on the last day will
impress or draft into the service of
the respective forces every available
worker in the village to bring lo tho
Hag iole those who have not yet
pledged themselves or who wish to
buy War Savings Stamps. .
As pledges are received the officers of the drive will bestow upon
the one making the pledge a badge,
the Army Badne red and the Navy
Badge blue, and each person
becomes a member of

the forces which will contend for
supremacy Friday, June 28th.
If
you wish to join tho Army make
your pledge to an Army officer, but
if your inclination is toward the
rolling deep rather than the hot
marches across dusty prairies make
your pledges to a Navy officer.
The work or fight law recently
promulgated will be in full working
order.
You can have a little choice; it's
either the Army or tho Navy, but
you must join some branch of the
service before the drive closes.
Both the Army and Navy are planning some coupes ' and strategic
moves to bring victory to their banner, as may be readilly seen by
wathing carefully either of the two
commanders in their quiet conversations with parties of influence
whenever they nieet. It is general
ly predicted that the most brilliant
engagement of the foces will be slag
ed the night of the twenty-sevenwhen the Navy will uee aerial
bombs and hydroplanes against the
heavy artillery and airplanes of the
'
Army.
Special appeal will be made to the
Red Cross workers to have on hand
a ufficient number of competente
nures and plenty of supplieSvto take
proper care of the injured, and the
Y. M. C. A. will be induced to establish a canteen or hut at some convenient place to furnish nourish
ment and recreation to the battle
scarred warriors who will be compelled to drop out and wait for their
second breath.
,
Both forces are going Over the
Top and the decisive battle of the
campaign will bo one weyy worth
witnessing from a baloon or a bombproof shelter.
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Army and Navy Teams

REPUBLICAN CENTRAL COMMITTEE
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DOING THEIR BIT GILL ALLEGES
That the press of Union County is
hesitant about publishing the matter submitted it by the County CounKNOW ABOUT
cil of Defense; that lhat organization "could get nothing in the
papers", and that the newspapers
were not doing their utmost to aid
A. G. Steel and E. T. Stone, of in the war work of the county was
Grenville, were Clayton visitors the intimated by JoepU C. Gill at a meetfirst of the week.
ing of Clayton attorneys held Friday
They report crop conditions good night, tho News is reliably informin their section of the county.
ed.
The charges, it is reported,
R. L. Woods, of Clayton, a mem- were infered rather than made diber of tho News Family, left the rectly. The report bears out a few
fore part of the wek for the moun- other remarks that have been re- -(
tains.
Tho News, of course, will peated to us, and while these remarks were more generally directfillow him to his new home.
J. A. Dun, of Stead, was in Clay- ed at our contemporaries than at
ton, Monday, and ordered the News tho News, the reported remarks of
sent lo his address for the coming Friday evening were more specific
in their direction.
twelve months.
Tho News respectfully calls tho atSam Gray is back from Dallas and
tention of Joseph C. Gill to this
will bo located on his father's ranch
isssue, in which appears more
near Pennington during tho summer.
stamp publicity than has apJ. C. Rogers, one of the prominent peared in any other newpaper of
Democrats, of North Union, is one the state. The remarks of Mr. Gill,
of the week's applicants for entry in- made at a meeting of tho attorneys
to the News Family.
of the city Friday night, in which ho
Don Francisco Miera was up from stated that he could get nothing in
his ranch the fore part-othe week. the newspapers were to say the least
if not deliberately false.
Rafael Tixier. of Buyeros, stock
man and one of our leading Demo- The attention of Mr. Gill is called to
crats was in Clayton Wednesday on the fact that not one issue of tho
News has appeared in v. i '.i co! imn
business.
column of appeals for the Red
after
Pedro Tixier was in fnrfn his ranch
Cross, Liberty Bonds and War Savduring the week.
ings Stamps have not been printed.
V'High" and MrA Suhcrs were
This publicity repesvnts space, typo
in from their place near Barney the and labor
that could have been sold
latter part of the week.
at a profit; somo of it space and labor
Ion Telis Casados, of Miera, spent that all the money in the world could
a few days in Clayton during the not
have purchased, because it was
week.
space that is
by newspapers,
D. R. Sink, of Pennington is a! and labor that is not given for hire.
new memner oi me ,ews lamily, Even all the wealth that Mr. Gill
having subscribed to the paper the may be possess of could not purlatter part of this week while in chase one line in the editorial coltown on business.
umns of the News, which have conEd Scott, of Patteron, was a vis- tained patriotic appeals to the peoitor to the county seat the latter ple of Union County that were not
written for Ihe wage the Newsman
part of the week.
John Knox, of Clapham, one of receives, but were written because
the leading Democrats of the county, the Newsman's heart and the heart
and very favorably mentioned by his of his employer, were pleading with
many friends as candidate for sher- tho hearts of his readers to support
iff this fall, was a Clayton visitor, a worthy cause to the extent of their
ability.
Friday.
The press of Union Comity is loyal
Mrs. M. G. Tixier, John Tixier and
two of the small children and Mrs. Mr. Joseph C. Gill. The heart of .the
J. E. Chamherain. left Saturday for press of Union County is with the
an extended visit in Hayes City, Ka, Government in this great struggle for
The trip is to .be made in the Tix- for Democracy. And because your
name is not mentioned as the lead
ier car.
Henry Kiburn.was down from Mt. er of all war movements in Unión
County, because your little bit is
lKra on business Friday.
Sol Herzstein, formerly a resident not regarded by the press with the
of Clayton, is here from Greely, Col- same magniflcience that you yourself think it deserves, is not a sure
orado, visiting relatives.
L. C. French, a prominent busi- sign the press is .not backing the
ness man of Boise City, Okla was ernment to its fullest extent.
The News, nor the Citizen, nor the
a Clayton visitor Thursday.
Swastika, nor the La Union del
Pueblo, Mr. Gill were not responsible
DEMOCRATIC
for the spreading of the word that
COHTTEE
Union County was the slacker county
The News,
CONVENTION
IS CALLED of the United States.
Mr. Gill, nor the Citizen, nor the
Swastika, nor the La Union del Pueb
lo, did not go Jo Santa Fe with the
On another page of this issuse deliberate mistalement that there
will be found a call for a meeting were more
In Union
of the Democratic central committee County than in all the rest of the
of Union County, to meet at the Court state.
House Saturday afternoon at two
The Press of Union County is just
o'clock.
plain honest patriotic, Mr. Gill, givThis meeting is for the sole and ing all it can and getting along withonly purpose of electing a County out a howl while it sees its material
Chairman to serve until the regular supplies threatened daily and while
Democratic convention sohetime this its profits are being cut to the quick
fall. The election of a chairman by this same war that you have the
at this time is not due to any dissat temerity to say it is not supporting.
isfaction with Dr. Charlton, our Government to its fullest ability.
present chairman, but on account of
W. S. 6. AD CONTRIBUTED BY
his resignation.
should be COURT HOUSE BUNCH LEFT OUT
All good Democrats
present and assist in organizing our
party workers for the coming cam
Space in this ijsue of the News
paign. Only members of the cen paid for by J. E. Alexander, II. II.
tral committee will have a vote in Errett, Juan J. Duran, Ray Sutton
the convention, but the advice and and L. E. Byrne is ommitted owing
counsel of every loyal Democrat will to lack of space and lo tho fact that
be helpful and instructive at this tho ad would havo made thirteen in
v
time.
this edition.
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NEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRE8 ROUND ABOUT

CAUGHT

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY

RECORD

PEOPL3.
Welern Nnrmier Union i Service.
ABOUT THE WAR
Tho number of jdisoners taken by
the Au&tru Hungarians lu thoir new
drlvo on the northern Italian front has
Nl-w-

been increased to 30,000.
Several attempts by tho Germans to
penetrate the American lines In the
Maine sector have been smashed by
the American machine gun f'r,!The prisoners taken by the Italians
Monday at one point amounted to
which would bring their total and
those of the allies well In the neighborhood of 6.0O0.
In their attacks between Zenson and
s
Fossalta, along the plave, the
have been stopped everywhere,
says an official statement isxuod by
the Italian war office.
Approximately 1,000,000 Austrlans
have been hurled against the Italian
front. Losses which are described as
frightful have been Inflicted upon the
Austrlans In the areas where the principal fighting has taken place.
Unofficial advices are to the effect
that the Austrlans have thrown fourteen bridges across the Plave along a
front of about fourteen and a half
miles, between the Zenson loop and
the Conegllano railway bridge, bift that
the Italians are heavily engageing the
enemy at all points and have the pontoons under their gunfire.
Eighty thousand
Germans were
killed, wounded or made prisoner during the offensive between Montdidler
and Noyon, Capt. Andrew Tardleu, who
accompanied Premier Clemenceau to
the front on Sunday, told Marcel Hu-tleditor of the Eoho de Paris, upon
his return to Paris. "This Is a figure
which should make ven Ludendorff
reflect," he said.
Between the southern edge of the
forest and Chateau-ThierrAmerican troops celebrated
the anniversary of the arrival of
American troops In France "by repulsing violent enemy attempts to drive
them from their recently won positions
at llelleu wood and Bouresches. The
enemy uttacked after a heavy bombardment, but was driven back with
severe losses by the defensive fire of
the Americans, who took prisoners and
machine guns.
On tho front in France the fighting
activity has been limited to local German attacks at Isolated points.
Against the French along the Matz
river the enemy failed. The same result attended a strong effort to penetrate the American lines at Xivray,
ast of St. Mihiel. The American ar
tillery fire broke up the enemy attack
with heavy losses and only a snail
force reached Xivray, whero It was
wiped out by the Americans. An attempt to raid the new American sector in Alsace Sunday was broken up
by machine gun and rifle fire.
-
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WESTERN
Twenty-tw- o

persona were slightly

In-

jured when the Denver ft Rio Grande
combination train which left Santa FÓ
was derailed by a broken rail near Vol-

cano, nineteen miles south of Antonlto,
Colo.

Light rains have relieved the forest
fire situation In western Montana, according to reports received at Mis-

'

soula.
Nacho Kay, C. A. 2. Indian wanted
for murder of two squaws near Rock-houswas captured by Indian police
at Fort Apache, J 00 miles east of
Olobe, Arir.
I
Oliver Graves, tl years old. of Kan-a- s
City, Mo., accidentally shot himself through the leg on a ranch near
Laramie, Wyo., and bled to death before help could reach him. He was
bunting rabbits with an old pistol.

WASHINGTON
American troop aid for Italy will be
forthcoming soon.
Attorney General Gregory has refused to approve the form of contract
between the railroad administration
and the new consolidated express company without some provision for restoration of competition after the war.
The trail of the government's pursuit of illegal profiteers on war contracts led to the arrest In New York
of Lieut. James C. Staley, a reserve
army officer, on a charge of accepting
money for a contract which he promised to procura.

Admiral Sir Alfred Padgett died
suddenly In London.
The failure of the Austrian drive
Involves possibilities of the utmost
Importance to the allies.
Six submarines built for the Chilean
government In the United States arrived at an Ecuador port.
Eleven persons were killed, Including four children, In a German air raid
over tho French city of Calais.
From January, 1915, to the end of
May, 1918, 4o7 ships sunk by the Germans In British waters have been salvaged.
The official Gacetta of Madrid publishes a royal decree declaring Oct.
12, the anniversary of the discovery of
America, a national feast day.
An incoming steamer reports having picked up a floating mine about
four miles olf Ship Shoal Island, Va.,
which Is some distance north of Cape
Charles light.
The bread ration for the city of Vienna lias been lowered from 1.2G0 to
G:Jo grammes (less than one and a half
pounds) weekly, according to a Copenhagen dispatch.
The Austrlans are reorganizing their
effectives along the British line of the
Italian front after their "severe defeat," according to an official statement on the operations of the British
with the Italians.
Rumors that Villa followers captured Parral, in circulation at Juarez,
were partially confirmed by a report
from Chihuahua City saying Villa and
his men entered Parral Friday, looted
the town and were driven out by federal troops.
"After three days of attack the Aus-triaoffensive has not secured the objectives hoped for on the first day,"
said Andrew Bonar Law In the House
of Commons in London.
He added
that there was reason to believe that
the initiative for" the Austrian offen
sive had come from Berlin.
Mrs. Lily Busch, widow of the lat
Adolphus Busch of St. Louis, arrived
at a Cuban port from Germany on her
way to the United States. Harry D,
Hawes, of St. Louis, who accompanied
Mrs. Busch, denied reports that she
had donated $1,000,000 to war relief
In Germany.
Australia's tungsten is now controled by the British government. To
encourage the supply the government
of Australia has guaranteed a fixed
price per unit, the price to continue
for ten years after peace is declared.
This gives capital and the prospector
something to steer by.
n

-

SPORT
An auto race will be run from Cheyenne to Denver on July 22.
Battling Levlnsky of Bridgeport,
Conn., outpointed Charlie Weinert of
Newark. N. J., in every round of an
eight-rounbout at Jersey City, N. J.
Ed (Strangler) Lewis won his mat
match at Sioux City, la., with John
Freberg, Swedish champion.
It required but one fall, which came after
thirty-seveseconds of wrestling.
Miss Corrinne Gould of St. Louis
won the championship In the Central
States tennis tournament for women,
defeating Miss Adelaide Yeager of
Los Angeles, Cal., in two straight sets,
6 to 2 and 7 to 5.
Jack Dempsey, heavyweight pugilist, has been placed in class
by a
San Francisco draft board, It becams
known when Dempsey and his manager started for New York. Dempsey Is
matched to box Fred Fulton in Con
necticut July 4. Deferred classification was granted on account of dependent parents.
d

n
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GENERAL
Total casualties among the American marines overseas from the date of
their landing to June 9 number 717.
Miss Winifred Neptune of Salina,
Kan., announced that she Is a Republican candidate for the state Legislature. Miss Neptune Is Kansas' first
woman legislative candidate.
Caleb S. Spencer, vice president
and treasurer of the Adams Express
Company, has been appointed to the
same office in the new American Railroad Express Company, It was announced here.
The commission of twenty-onMexican newspaper editors, who have
been in New York for several days
left for Boston and Chicago. From
Chicago thi editors will visit In turn
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco,
Los Angeles,
San Antonio and Laredo, Tex.
Mrs. Emma C. Cox, 40 years old, of
Omaha, was killed by falling under the
wheels of a Union Pacific train at Cor-letsix miles west of Cheyenne. Her
son, who was with her, saw
her fall and his cries attracted the
porter. Mrs. Cox was on the way to
Burley, Idaho, to visit her sister.
As a matter of Justice to the farmer,
according to a telegram received at
Chloago from the federal food administration, the advance in freight rates
effective June 25 will make necessary
an advance of a few cents a bushel in
the price of wheat at the principal
Mississippi valley and eastern
e

t,
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Pithy News Items

LATE

IN RHEIMS DRIVE

Gathered From A 11 Over

New Mexico

BEAT OFF NIGHT AT.
TACK ON CATHEDRAL CITY-ENLOSSES BIO.

FRENCH

EMY

mu

Newspaper Union News Service.
COMINO EVKMTS.

5
June
State I'rm Association
meeting at Albuquerque.
Show at
June
I'alrlulio
Albuq uurque.
Cowboys'
July
rteunion at La
VeKiia.
Round-u- p
Aug.
and Sports Carnival at Magdalena.
Jctober Annual meeting New Mezioo
Public Health AiiutK.tion.
Camp Cody will have a new fire station.
Koswell gets the 1919 Ozark Trail
convention.
Fire destroyed about 1,000 cords of
wood at Willnrd.
It is stated that Senator A. B. Fall
will be a candidate for
A Bean Growers' Association was
formed at a meeting in Albuquerque.
The Methodist Navajo Mission, near
Farmington, was badly damaged by
fire.
The Twin Buttes OH Company has
its test well In Otero county down
over 900 feet.
Fred Melton, a young blacksmith,
was drowned at Clovis In the Santa
Fé supply tank.
The new Salvation Army building at
Camp Cody, Deming, has been completed and opened.
A sawmill In East Canon, fifteen
miles from Mimbres, was destroyed by
fire. Loss, $10,000.
The New Mexico State Press Association will hold Its nnnual meeting at
Albuquerque, June
The government report shows alfalfa and pastures in fair condition,
notwithstanding the drouth.
The long drouth was broken In
Roosevelt county, and grass is doing
well and cattle are looking fine.
Up to the present time the shipments of wool from the Aztec have
amounted to over 250,000 pounds.
The Alamogordo Mexican residents
held a bazaar at the park for the
benefit of the Red Cross and realized
24-2-

2

4- -t

24-2-

$185.
Seventy-fivmen composed Bernalillo county's contingent of mechanics, which entrained for Camp Mabry,
Tex.
Cut worms damaged the 100 acres
of beans on the C. E. Anderson farm
near Hoy so badly that replanting was
necessary.
Fruit .conditions In the state are
better than at the same time last year,
according to the government June
crop report.
The San Miguel county road superintendent has started a large crew of
men at work on the scenic highway
near Hot Springs.
Preparations are well under way for
the big Kouiid-L'and Contest of
Western Sports to be held at Magdalena, August 7 to 11.
While digging a well about fourteen
miles west of Portales, J. I. Jones
found a vein of coal, estimated to be
four to six feet thick.
Harry Eaton, a state prisoner who
"scaped from a road gang near San
Marcial on September 9, 1914, was arrested at Globe, Arls.
Enrique Hermandez of Blosshurg
was burned to death at Raton when
the house In which he was living
caught fire and burned.
Three wolves and seven wolf pups
were trapped by members of the U.
S. Biological Survey and forest rangers recently near Cuba.
Mrs. Eulogla Chaves, 102 years old,
died at her home In Albuquerque.
Senility was the cause of death. As
far as Is known Mrs. Chaves was the
oldest woman in the state.
It Is said $10,000 has been spent on
the
mall route.
Thirty per cent of the entire registration of men 21 to 31 years of age In
New Mexico, which registration was
made June 5 of last year, are in the
United States land fighting forces or
are "all ready to start."
The government crop report for
June Indicates that New Mexico Is doing its bit In the production of wheat
and other crops. The report shows
an acreage of 08,000 of winter wheat;
condition, 68 per cent, with an estimated production of 2,870,000 bushels;
spring wheat, 79,000 acres; condition.
90 per cent;
production, 1,C70,000
bushels.
The second registration during the
war, which occurred June 5, has
1,314 men In twenty-thre- e
counties, as follows: Bernalillo, 131; Chaves, 83; Colfax, 109; Curry, 68; De
Baca, 11; Dona Ana, 61; Eddy, 32;
Lincoln, 38; Luna, 57; Mora, 95;
Otero, 62; Rio Arriba, 120; San
Miguel, 100; Torrance, 48; Union,
4; Guadalupe, 16; Quay, 46; Roosevelt. 26; San Juan, 24; Taos, 42;
IS; Sandoval, 18; Santa F4, 60.
e
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U.S. MEN CROSS MARNE
36,000
IN
HEM
AND MOW DOWN
EMY ON PIAVE FRONT.

AUS-TRIA-

ITALIANS

MARKET
QUOTATIONS
Weetern Newepaper Union Newi Service.

DENVER MARKET.
Cattle.
Fat steers, choice to prlme.$16.00f16.76
Fat steers, good to choice. 15.00 15.75
16.00
Fat steers, fair to good... 18. 60 18.60
12.50$
Heifers, prime
Cowl, fat, good to oholee.. 11.50$ 11.00
10.00111.75
Cowa, fair to sood
Cows, common to fair .... 7.00 Ji t.60
10.00C15.00
Veal calves
Bull
rood to choice... 12.00913.50
Feeders, fair to good .... 10.6011.75
001 10.25
Feeders, common to fair..
Feeders, good to choice .. 11. 75 íí IS 00
Stockera, good to choice... 10.60(12.00
Hose.
$16.25016.50
Good hogs
.

EN-

Western Newspaper Unlun Newi Service.

With the American Army in France,
20.
Two American patrols
crossed the Marne east of Chateau
Thierry early Wednesday morning.
They established contact with the hostile forces, killed .i considerable number of the enemy and brought back
prisoners. A German raid at Keuiieres
wood was repulsed.
Five bombing planes dropped thirty-eigbombs on tiie station and tracks
at Conflans (east of Verdun).

June

beep,
Lambs, light (wooled) ....$18.50019.00
Lambs, heavy (wooled) .. li.ua 'u 18.50
lo.t.Ou 16.50
Lambs (clipped)
15 26 'tí 16.75
Ewes (wooled)
12.0Ú&12.76
Ewes (clipped)
HAY AMI) URAIN MARKET.

Dearer, Carload Price.
Hay.
Buylag Prices.
Colorado Upland, per ton. .118.00920.00
Nebraska Upland, per ton. 17.00 $11.00
Colorado and
I'ralrle Hay, per
K. 00918.00
Nebraska,
ton
20.00i3 21.00
Timothy, per ton
16.00
18.00
Alfalfa, per ton
ÍO.OOif 11.00
South Park, per ton
Valley,
par
Gunnison
ton.. 18.00&20.00
6.00
Straw, per ton
Orala.
Paris, June 20. Standing firmly be- Oats, Nebraska, 100 lba., buying.. 12 65
2.65
oats, bulk, buyingcity of Rhelms, Colorado
fore the
8.23
Corn chop, sack, selling-8.20
the French have checked a new Ger- Corn in sack, eelling
2.71
selling
feed,
sacked,
man drive, launched Tuesday night, Gluten
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., selling-.-. 1.61
on
offensive
the
days
five
after the
Flour.
Patent, 98 lbs., sacked
Montdidier-Noyoline came to a halt. Hungarian
subject to discount
$4.76
In the fighting the active battle front Hungarian, 48 lba., aacked, subjeot
to dlaoount
t.ll
has been extended to a point five
miles southeast of the cathedral city.
POULTRY.
The German artillery Tuesday eveDreaaed Poultry.
ning began a heavy bombardment beThe following prices on live poultry
tween Vrlgny, west of Rheims, to the ere net F .O. B. Denver:
80
32
fancy d. p
village of La Pompelle, on the north Turkeys,
24 4 25 Turkeys, old toms
32
20
bank of the Vesle river east of that Turkeys, choice
27
lb
city. Three hours later the Teutonic Hens,
27 if JO
Ducks, young
25 Tt 27
infantry stormed out of their trenches Geese
16 Ó 18
to begin the assault. According to Rooaters
the official statement issued at Paris,
Live Poultry
10
18
lb
the Germans were nowhere successful Rooaters,
25
23
Turkeys, 10 lba. or over
in their attempts to enter the French Hens
20 02
young
25
027
lines, being repulsed with heavy Ducks,
Ducklings, lb
80
losses.
11 024
Geeee
40
42
Broilers, 1918, lb
With the Italian Armies in the Field,
Esse.
June 20. The enemy has failed to Eggs, arraded No. 1 net, P. O.
B. Denver
28 02
make any impression on the mountain Eggs,
graded No. 1 net, F. O.
B. Denver
front, and the fighting is centered at
ii
Montello and along the Plave.
Butter.
The Austrlans are constantly throw- Creameries, ex. lat grade, lb.
44
40
2d grade, lb
ing In reinforcements and are fighting Creameries,
Process
88
hard to pierce the Italian river lines. Packing stook
28 030
The Italians counter immediately
Fruit.
after every enemy attack. On the Apples, Colo., faney,
box. .. .$1.6008.60
twenty-fiv2.26
crate
mile front between
Booaeberrlea, pie, t.
crt 1.75 2.00
and Mount Tomba a third of Strawberrlea, homeg'n, pints
2.75 3.50
the Austrian stormers lie dead before
their original trenches. The Italians Aaparagua, lb Vegetables.
80
10
repulsed nine assaults with freBh Beana, navy, cwt
12.00018. 00
Beans,
pinto,
cwt
8.00
troops on the heights of Mount Beana, lima, lb
15
18
Grappa.
Beana, green, lb
90
10
10
beana
i,
Three enemy divisions (30,000 men), Wax
Beeta, Colo., dos. bunches
80
250 6.00
crossing the Plave on hastily con- Beets, new, cwt.
cwt
Carrots,
1.00
structed bridges and the Islets in front Cauliflower, lb
15
20
of Nervesa, have been hemmed In at Lettuce, head
5
70
Lettuce, curly, dos,
40(9 60
the foot of II Montello.
Onlona, table, do
10 J
26
Onions, Cryatal Wax .... LISO 1.66
20
26
London, June 20. British troops Parsley, dos
Colo., lb
8S 10
Tuesday night successfully raided the Peaa,
Potatoea, cwt
1.00$ 1.00
German lines in the region to the Tomatoes, homegrown, lb. 16
10
cwt
1.25W 1.60
south Hebuterne, north of Albert, the Turnips,
Turnips, Colo., dos. bunch. 209 25.
war office announced Wednesday. A
HIDES AND PELTS.
British post recently taken by the
Pound
Germans near Vieux Berquln, on the Flint, butcher, lb
J8
fallen, lb
5a
northern side of the Lys salient, was Flint,
Flint, bull and etab, lb
16a
recaptured, some prisoners and two Flint, culla and glue, lb
16a
lb
201922a
machine guns being taken in tho Bait hides,hides,
one-hatwo-tblrHorse
to
operation.
price of green salt.
Oreea Salted, Oared Hides.
Over 40 lba., lb
120114
HOSPITAL 8ACKED BY TURKS.
Under 60 lba., lb
120184
Olue hides and aklna, lb
10
and atags, lb
I01O
American and British Consulates at Bulls
lQ ),.,
Part oured. lb.
Oreen, 2c lb. leaa than cured.
Tabriz, Persia, Seized.
Washington. Sacking of the Amer- Wool pelta, Dry rilat Pelts.
lb
4944S
ican hospital at Tabriz, Persia, and Short wool pelta
87049
ahearllnga,
Bntoher
No. 1, lb...
I7
seizure of the American and British No. 1 Murrain
shearings, lb....
10
consulates there by invading Turkish
Bucks, aaddlea and pieces at value.
Tallow aad Grftaee.
troops was reported to the State De
rendered tallow, lb. v.HlOOll
partment by the American minister at Prime
No. 1 tallow, lbs
109114
Ó 104
No. I tallow, lb
9
T'eheran.
Brown and yellow tallow grease
lb
Jf the report as It reached the min.
I 104
aad Kip Green Salted.
ieter is officially confirmed, the out
,f"lfsalted
Calfskin,
28 O 32o
rages may be considered an act of war
E'P. lb.
u$ 17lia
and settle the long pending question of Branded, lb
Deacona. each
$1.15
1.61
Whether the Ottoman allies of n.r. Hlunka, each
goS 784
many should be formally listed among Horae No. 1, each
06
$5.5008
Horse No. 2, each
$4.805.00
America's enemies.
Olue and pony, each
$1.80106
Colt, eaoh
60 O 60a
BAKER APPROVES DRAFT PLAN.
Greea Salted Pelta.
Lamb and sheep, each
60c7$2.66
Spring lamb, each
160464
Afle Limits of 18 to 45 to Put 6,000,000 Shearlings,
eaoh
10 60a
Men In Field.
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
Washington. The draft age limits
will be extended probably to 18 and 45.
Prleea few Metala.
New York. Lead 7. 63 Ha 7.10.
Secretary of War Baker has been per
Coppe
$23.12.
suaded that this step is necessary. He
Sliver liUo.
St. Louie. Spelter $7.65 7 76
announced that he will approve any
48 d
ounce.
in,5on,Trar
change In the selective service act necBoulder. Colo. Tungaten concentrate
0 per cent, $12.000 23.60
essary to raise an army of the reper unit
Crude orea, 60 per cent, $22.00016.00;
quired size.
.
P"
1.400 l"lfc
American and allied military leaders now are convinced that the United
Cash Grala
States must place an army of at least low' u75P1i"5Mlnn--C0rn-No-la- Mlmaeaaella.
6,000,000 In the field if victory is to
be
won. This will be possible with the
Rye $ l.7 1..
proposed extension of the age limit
Barley 9Oo0$1.3.
Eearly reports on the results of
Bran 828.26031.16.
the
reclassification of men by local boards
IJaeeeS.
Indicate that more than 250,000 men
uIuth'.Mlnn- Llnaeed To arrive.
will be added to class one by
this
.68 bid; October, $3.68 bid.
means, as against the original estimate
F.
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KITCHEN

Helping the Heat and Milk Supply

CABINET
It ta a good thing to be rich, and a
good thing to b strong, but It Is a
better thing to be beloved of many
friends. Euripides.

By Getting Your Farm Loan

A SCORE

OR MORE OF SANDWICH

FROM THE

FILLINGS.

O. COLLINS INVESTMENT CO.

Sandwiches aro Just as popular with
war breada as they were when wheat
was plentiful.
A few crumbs of
roquefort added to
French
dressing
with a piece of let- Baj tuce or a sprig or
wnte cress laid
V
ueiween DUiierea
slices of brend Is a
delicious morsel.
Cottage cheese with chopped chives,
or slices of rich New York cheese on
buttered brepd will make a hearty
sandwich for the boy who goes fish-

I E. REISER,

Wet. Mgr. and Iaapector.

BEST TERMS
CHARLTON BUIIiDINQ.

ROOM

I-

-

i-

CLAYTON, N. M.

-t

TheBuildingSeason
The BtVdia Baasoa 1 here, bmt before you build or make that
to yvmr Bnlldlng Bee Ua for the Bat is Lumber and all Building Material. Our Stock la Completa,

The Big
Clayton Cli'

O

ing.
Minced

oa

Lumber Co.
New Mexico

urr vm fig una on your estiiath and save you moxey.
aVi
llave Toa Bought

F.

Liberty Bond 7

TYPEWRITER
STATIONERY
and SUPPLIES
Morado Bond, featherweight In naat
box with folding flap lid, lagal
$2.09
alia. COO
Baglased Onion Exln, whit for
d
ahaata, in naat box with folding flap lid, lagal ataa, (00
$1.8
"IXEAN-WHITE- "
Ribbons, the beat
mad for thla cllraata, fraah stock,
guaranteed. Remington, Royal, Underwood, it. C. Smith, In atock,
prompt s arrice on all other makes,
sec-en-

aah
1.00
TCLIAN - WRITE" Carbon paper,
thin, laatlng, beat on the market,
ten canta a ahaet In email quan-tltle- a,
per doaen ahaata
9 .75
"INVINCIBLE"
Pencil Carbon paa,
per. For ealea booka, tracing
etc. Small quantities, five
cent a aheet, per doaen
$ .50
pat-tern-

At THE NEWS OFFICE
Look

tor The if awe Imprint

News Printed la

"Better Printed"

hard cooked eggs and sardines (skin and bones removed), seasoned with lemon Juice.
Chopped dates and nuts with a little
cream chec'se.
Equal parts of cold cooked ham and
chicken, minced fine and seasoned with
curry.
Chopped mutton (cold roast or boiled), seasoned with chopped capers and
French dressing.
Chopped figs and peanuts with lemon Juice; prunes and cottage or cream
cheese.
Salmon, pickles and olives. Baked
beans mashed and seasoned with onion
and celery with a dnsh of lemon Juice.
Minced hard cooked eggs, butter,
mustard and a dash of suit and cayenne.
Thin slices of cucumber, covered
with scraped onion, dipped In French
dressing.
Sardines with olives and French
dressing.
Water cress dipped In
French dressing.
Cooked liver chopped and seasoned
with onion and celery.
Thin slices of banana sprinkled with
nuts and dipped In French dressing.
Chicken chopped with a few nlraonds
and bits of celery. Almonds (salted)
chopped and mixed with maple sugar
and cream.
Equal parts of minced ham, celery
and mayonnaise dressing.
Chopped onions with French dress- fine sandwiches for Sunday night
i"nch, after church.
When the wild plum blossoms In the
lane
Tía time for dulcet laughter and refrain.
Time for airy talry dreamlngs whispered low
By the woodland pixy people as we go.
Time to loiter and make glad among
the flowers
Oh, It Is a heartsome placa, this world
of ours.

DISHES DAINTY AND APPETIZING.

Eot fried sardines served on a bed
of water cress make a nice way of
serving these small tidbits.
Celery and nuts chopped fine and mixed with
a little salad dressing
make a good sandwich
filling.

Have Your Abstracts
Made by

BondedAbstracters
We Are Liable for Our Mistakes. A Surety Bond Stands
Squarely Behind Every Abstract We Make. If We Do
Your Work You Can Not Lose

Clayton Agency
Clayton

Bonded Abstracters
New Mexico

Read the "VILLAGE CRIER" Column

On Such a Lawn as This, Sheep Not Only Are Profitable and Beneficial as Weed
Eradicatora, but They Are Highly Ornamental aa Well.

SCHEME TO FEED
WASTE TO SHEEP
Opportunity Offered on College
Grounds, in Parks and on

Large Private Lawns.
MAKE MONEY OUT OF FLOCKS
Saving Also Made In Mowing and Weed
Eradication Investigate Before
Launching Into Enterprise.
There are thousands of places In the
United States where grass is now going to waste that would support small
flocks of sheep. Among such places
are public parks, golf courses, private
estates with large lawns, and college
grounds.
Over most of these areas
a lawn mower Is run regularly to keep
down the grass. If a flock of sheep
were substituted for the lawn mower
not only would the grass be utilized
for food production but the labor now
necessary to keep the grass cut would
be released for other and more essential war work.
Of course, considerable care needs
to be exercised In the matter of stock
ing such open areas with sheep. The
creation of a big demand for animals
for this purpose so as to Interfere seriously with normal market conditions
would not be desirable. The United
States department of agriculture advises persons charged with the care
of such properties to consider putting
In some sheep, but to Investigate condl- tlons thoroughly before they embark
The animal husIn the enterprise.
bandry division of the department will
bo glad to answer requests for Information, and has a number of publications on the subject available for free
distribution.
Pleasure and Profit
It Is believed that In many Instances,
particularly on the large golf courses
and at educational Institutions having
extensive grounds, sheep raising could
be practiced In such manner as to bring
a large measure both of pleasure and
profit.
This should be particularly
true on school grounds where ordinarily some member of the faculty Is a good
enough animal husbandman "to give
them the proper care. In any event, It
Is a matter worthy of careful considThe gross annual returns
eration.
from ewes of breeding age may be expected to range as high as $20 a head.
The fleece from one sheep averages
from five to eight pounds and Is now
celling for from 50 to 65 cents a pound.
One lamb to each ewe Is a conserv-itlv- e
The lamb at five
estimate.
months will weigh approximately 60
pounds and be worth probably 20 cents
a pound. A Cock of 20 ewes such aa
col:ould be maintained on a good-sizelege campus might be expected, therefore, to yleU an annunl profit of approximately $.'150, which would go a
jood way toward endowing a lecture-ihl-

Chopped apples, a few
nuts and a chopped
green pepper make a most delicious
salad combination; serve with mayonnaise.
Cheese and Tomatoes. Cut round
slices of bread, toast brown and on
each round place a slice of tomato,
sprinkle with a little minced onion and
green pepper, a dash of cayenne and a
thick layer of grated cheese. Put Into
the broiler and set under the gaa flame
until the cheese melts. Serve piping
hot.
Peanut Butter With Rice Take two
cupful s of well cooked rice ; while hot,
atlr In a cupful of peanut butter, a cupful of cracker crumbs, a half cupful
of milk, two beaten eggs and salt and
paprika to taste. Shape In a rounding
loaf and place In a well buttered pan;
bake a nice brown and serve hot with
parsley.
Walnut Loaf. Take a cupful of
chopped walnut meats, four cupfuls of
bread crumbs, one hard cooked egg
CllO)JeU, "I"" Urdu u rBi vuw viiu7cu
onion, salt and sage to taste with sufficient milk, stock or water to moisten.
Bake until brown. Serve either hot
or cold.
Cheese Fingers. Beat the whites of
two eggs until stiff, then fold In lightly
a cupful of grated cheese. Season to
taste with salt and cayenne, spread on
long cruckers and brown In the oven.
Serve hot or cold with the salad course.
Baked Tomatoes With Peas. Take
sinull sized tomatoes ; do not peel ; reWeed Eradication.
move some of the center and fill with
seasoned peas. Put Into a baking dish
Aside from the question of direct
tnd baste while baking with butter profit, sheep would be useful on iuch
and water or a rich soup stock. Keep Awns In eradicating weeds. For sev
covered the first part of tho cooking.
irtil years the Kansas state agricultural college spent over $480 a year
n the college campus In an efftrt to
iradtcate dandelions.
About hree
.

d

p.

yenrs ago the animal husbandry department was short of pasture for Its
sheep and suggested to the college authorities that if the money formerly
spent for dumlcllon eradication were
turned over to them they would undertake to get rid of the dandelions by
grazing the sheep on the campus. Today there are practically no dandelions
on the Kansas agricultural
college
grounds.
The same thing would be
true on any other lurge lawn. In practically all cases, on order to keep them
out of flower beds and shrubbery,
sheep must be herded. This can bo
done, however, by unskilled labor, even
by small children, and the expense
need not he large.
Illustrious Example.
People who Install sheep on lawns
will be following an Illustrious example.
For many weeks now a small
flock of sheep has been grazing on the
White House grounds, converting the
grass which was formerly wasted Into
good meat and wool, and Incidentally
keeping down weeds that were a source
of endless trouble. It has been found
that the sheep are not only useful but
ornamental. Muny thousands of people have been attracted by the pretty
picture of the fleecy animals In President Wilson's yard.

SHEEP AS BENEFACTORS
A hundred times you have noticed and been annoyed by the
man, horse and little moving machine going about clipping the
grass on the golf course.
Sometimes you have noticed
another fellow, or a group of fellows, going over the course,
bending, prodding In the grass
with little trowel-lik- e
tools. Annoying?
Yes; but, In the
ordinary course of things, necessary. The grass has to be kept
short and smooth for your comfort and convenience. And the
ugly weeds have to be rooted
out. Still all of that work has
to be paid for out of the dues
of the members.
And, after all, the whole business annoyance and expense
might be avoided.
A flock of
sheep would keep the grass clipped as closely and as neatly as
the mower does and the sheep
would eradicate the weeds much
more certainly than the prodding
fellows possibly can.
Besides, they would convert
-thegrass-on- n
weeds Into meat
and wool to help the nation
through an emergency In which
It badly needs both meat and
wool.

Make Waste Into Meat
The keeping of a reasonable number
of sheep on the average farm does not
necessitate the keeping of fewer dairy
cows or other grazing stock. This fact
was determined by the United
t
of agriculture In its recent
Investigation of sheep raising possl
bllltles In New England. It was found
that farms where sheep are kept successfully have practically the same
number and kinds of other Uve stock
as other farms of like urea where no
sheep are kept, and that the acreage
In crops on the two classes of furms
is substantially the same. The Inference is that the fanner who keeps no
sheep Is simply throwing away enough
pasturage that cows and other live
stock do not utilize to net him a neat
States-departmen-

profit

TIIE CLAYTON NEWS.
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Provfcje the boys with the things thóy need
to make snort work of him.

Help the boys get guns, clothes, aircraft, food,
muñltlons and the ships to get over wlih.
These are the things they need, and they
cost money hunks of it

Juno 20th
National War Gavinfjo Day
Make a pledge to buy War Savings Stamps

The more quickly our soldiers have all the
things they need, the more quickly the ships
will be bringing them victoriously back to us.
9

National War Savings Committee

CALL FOR MEETING OF
REPUBLICAN CENTRAL- - Com.
UNION COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
CENTRAL COMMITTEE.
SUED FUR ELECTION DEBT
By virduv of authority vested in
mo as Chairman of the Democratic
Continued from First Pane
Central Committee of Union County, New Mexico, I hereby call a meeting of the Central Committee of Un- Hamm to cause the Republican Cenion County, that is to say, a meeting tral Committee to recall that they
of the l'i'ccinct Chairmen of the or their agents "did purchase a large
various precincts of he County, amount of beer, wine, drinks, etc."
and of tho Executive Committee, t
be held at the, Court House at Clay- .has at last resulted in Hamm filing
ton on Saturday, Juno 20th, 1918, at in tho District Court, thru his atThe torney, A. H. Darden, the gcntal re- two o'clock p. m. of said day.
purpose of this meeting is to elect minder here-to-fo- re
alluded to.
a Chairman of the Central Commitis not wholly against the
The
suit
tee to fill the vacancy caused by the Repubi ican County
Central Commitresignation of the present Chairman. tee. That committee
ceased to exelected
at
this
to
be
The Chairman
ist on the morning of November 6,
meeting will bold over until the 1910, and has been non- - cxLstant
ever
meeting of the Democrats of Union since, and may
so
continue
into
County in regular convention dur- eternity
for all the voters of Union
fall.
early
or
ing the late summer
County care, so Hamm has named inMy resignation as Chairman, to be
dividuals in the suit whom he beis
meeting,
special
tendered at this
lieves to bo fully responsible for tho
due to no lack, of interest in parly- - acts of the Committee
and responto
that
fact
the
welfare, but rather
sible
for
amount
the
of
the debt.
my recent election as Mayor of Claynaming
Republican
After
the
Coun
to
many
added
duties
so
ton has
ty Cential Committee as defendant,
those I already had in connection
the suit filed thoughtfully adds "and
with my own huimos affairs, that Robert O.
Palmer. Manuel Marti
I am unable to give the attention
nez and II. J. Hammond as
necesary to the office of Democratic
County Chairman.
This bill for boose does not rep-ree- nt
ÍSigned
the entire amount of vole
X. E. CHARLTON, Chairman.
getting
barley corn used by the ReDemocratic Central Committee.
publican campaign managers but on
the other hand a mere balance.
Optimistic Thought
Judging from the itomizod list
Fortune smiles at those whose reso- tiled
with suit and pulilihed below,
lution forces open her gates.
the Republicans had great hope in
this booze getting voles, for tbev
purchaed a good brand of whiskey

PUBLIC SALE

and cigars.
Strange too that some of the irood
should fall into the hands of Demo
ness and will sell at PUBLIC auction crats on election day.
It is loo bad that the Reuublicans
to the hinhest bidder, without rein
their effort to intoxicate all the
ickcl'oosp
señe, at the old
ranch,
voters on election day, did not inmile west and !í mile north of
Wanetle Central, 2 miles east of vest more of their credit at Hamm's
and Jáinile north of Graudvicw P.O. stock of Republican campaign dope.
e extend to tins beraved bunch
and
miles north-weof Clayton,
of
in political circles our
on
heart
felt
sympathy,
for before anSATURDAY, JUNE 2!), 1U1S
(
t 10:00 o'clock other lection Hamm's election boos?
Sale commnn inij
We know not what
A. M., prompt., the follow inn describ .Avill all be gone.
method they will use to intoxicate
ed stock and property:
the voter this fall, but do trust that
HOUSES
OXE TEAM GHEY HOUSES, weight they will not excede heir bank account and again be" sued for making
100 pounds.
oXE TEAM HAY HORSES, weight a loosing fight.
I alance brought fwd.
IOTjO pounds.
$ 34.50
Qt. Whiskey,
1.50
OXE TEAM IltOX GHEY MARES, Oct. 0
0.50
weight 1000 pounds, one with colt Oct. 9 5 Quts. whiskey
Oct. I) 50 cigars Mariruerif to
inn
by side.
4.5
OXE TEAM GREY POXY MARES Oct. 10 SOcigais, Margueritte.
4.50
OXE BUCKSKIN SADDLE HORSE Oct. 12 50 cigars Osmundo
On account of sickness I am compelled to make n ehmific in my busi
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CATTLE
HEAD GOOD MILK COWS, 3
to 7 years old.
TW O COMIXG
OLD HEIFERS
TW O STEER CALVES
OXE GRADE
BULL,
5 yrs. old, weight 1700 pounds.
IMPLEMENTS
One
P & O stirring plow; 2
SIX

eñmser Wii

2--

RED-POLL-

.
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MUST back up our military forcea now or suffer
much of what Europe has suffered. We don't want
the Kaiser and his Potsdam gang over here.

WE

The Government needs money to carry on the war.
By purchasing War Savings Stamps you are lending, not
giving, your money. You are lending your money where it
will hit "Kultur" the hardest

See your postmaster or banker and sign a W, & S.
Pledge Card. Don't wait until

June 2Gth

.'V

National War Savintfo Day
Sign a card a War Savings Pledge Card--to
save some money every month and invest in War Savings
Invest now.

Stamps.

S3

National War Savings Committee
"This space contributed for the Winning of the War bjr
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walking cultivators; 1 riding cultivator, six shovels, good as new; 1
barrow; 1 "A" harrow; 1
high-lif- t,
patent-tri- p
John Deer lister, nearly new; 1 farm wagon.

MISCELLANEOUS
FIVE TURKEYS
SEVENTY-FIV- E
HENS
THREE GOOD BROOD SOWS
OXE AND ONE-HAACRES OF
POTATOES IN THE FIELD
One hundred and twenty-fiv- e
good
fence posts; 110 good corner posts;
2 seta leather harness; 1 set chain

harnoss; 1 saddle; 150 grain sacks:
about 30 gallons pickles; 200 pounds
of meat; five gallons of lard; nine
hundred pounds of seed beans.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
Two iron beds; 1 Kitchen cabinet;
1 wood
bed; i dining table; 1 stand

table; 1 dresser; 1 steel range; l
heating stove; 1 incubator; 1 Sharpies cream seperator; 1 Daisy churn;
sewing mahine; and other articles
too numerous to mention.
FHEE LUNCH AT NOON
KOH TIIE RED CROSS
I will donate a grey mare and
One Dozen Chickens to be sold
for the benefit of the
1

Red Cross
TERMS OF SALE-A-11
sums
under ten dollars, CASH: on
sums over that amount a credit
of SIX months will be given on
approved note bearing six percent interest. FIVE PERCENT
DISCOUNT FOR CASH.
No
property. to be removed from
grounds until' terms of salo
have been complied with.
ALBERT. B. SMITH, Owner.
G(MMlyrur Sowers :: Clayton
Nat.

Auctioneers

Clerk

Oct. 12 Qt. S. V
1.50
Oct. 12 gal S. V.
5.00
Oct. 10 pt. w. qt. Old C2.00
2.75
Oct. 20 qt.O. C
2.00
Oct. 21 Qt. O. C
2.00
Oct. 23 QL O. C
2.00
Oct. 26 whiskey .
150
uci.
i't. l.00 dks $1.00
2.00
Oct. 21 Qt. 1 Roses
2 00
Oct. 23 Qt. 4 Roes- 1.75
Oct. 25 Qt. 4 hoses
7S
Oct 26 Old C
00
Oct. 26 One Gal
5.00
Oct. 26 2 pts
1.75
Oct. 21 2 quts
3 00
Oct. 27 One qt. C. S
150
Oct. 27 Qt.O. S
2 00
Oct. 27 5 Qt
l no
'
Oct. 28 One pt. S. V
.75
Oct. 28 5 Qt. S. V
7.50
j.
OcL 30 Qt. S. B
150
Oct. 30 QL Elk R
l.oo
:nov. 1 One Qt
1.50
Nov. 2 V, gal Elk Run A.
2.00
Nov. 2 One Qt Y. St.
1.50
Nov. 3 One Qt. :.:
150
Nov. 4 2 gal Elk Sat
8.00
Nov. 4 8 Qt. Scotch
12.00
Nov. 4 1 gal. .S
CETAOINETA
Nov. 4 One eal. C. S.
Anon
Nov,. 4
gal. Elk Run
2.00
inov. 4 Vi gal. Elk Run
2.50
Nov. 4 1 pt. Cane S.
.75
Nov. 4 One Qt
1.50
Nov. 4 One Pt
l.oo
Nov. 6 One gal. S. V.
5.00
Nov. 6 One qt. C. S.
150
Nov. C Ono gal. S. V
5.00
Nov. 6 Three gal. S. V
5.00
Nov. 6 One gal
5.00
Xov. 6 Qt.O.H.W. $150 C$150
3.00
Nov. 6 5 dinks'
65
Nov. 4 Ono gal w
5.00
Nov. 6 2 gal C. S
2.00
Nov. 6 One bx. cigars
250
Nov. 6 4 Qt. S. V.
5.00
Nov. 6 12nts. beer
iR
Nov. 10 Balance
$203.95

....

..

But Two

Jeárr

Aded Letter!

"Oh,
éíclatmed
who lives with her very

x

Imthogene,
strict Aunt

Prlscllln, "I wonder why it Is that puritanical people nre nearly always so
purltyraolcal I"

'

SKIM

'

TWO

MEWS
VOLTJMX

SI

MHElt

.

EIjKVEW

TWEXTV MX

Clayton, New Mexico, June

.

SCBSCrtlTTIO
RATE!
TWO HOLLARS PER YEAR

22, 1918

arroya at this point, fvne East along line of Section 8, Twp. 2S N., Range 28
seclon line crossing t'lddlur Spring ar- Y... thence northerly almost narallel to
roya, thence East on the North side of the section line and about 400 feet east
section line to the top. of the hill and of said section line to the Intersection
SWI4 of with the Township line at a point
and to the SE corner ,
Jnae Br
Range 32 about 600 feet east of township corner.
SWV1 Section 17,
we ana no uatnnges claimed ror
E , thence In a southeasterly direction
Hon. T. J.
300 feet, more or less, and curve to the this part of the road that Is off the
There beng present the
Chairman, Jacobo Pacheco, left around the hill an8 NH crossing section line In Sections tí and 7, Twp.
Board of
Aejnnrard SmüIo of the
as a
( onlr UommUiiloners, NflUog
I
and for
Kqaallsatlos
Hoard o
Mexico,
held
rw
County,
talon

1.

of-th-

Twp,-gVXT-

and H. O. Magruder, Members and Juan
J. Duran, Clerk.
They now proceed to examine the
schedules returned tor 1818.
It Is now ordered that the Board do
now adjourn until nine o'clock, a. m.,
tomorrow.
The Board met at nine o'clock,yes-a.
m., pursuant to adjournment of same
terday, there being pesent the as ot
Chairman and other members
yesterday.
Petlton sinned by Geo. T. Shields.at
t. al., asking for a road beginning
of Section if, Twp. 20
the Nh corner
HH Range 83 E., etc., as fully set out
petition;
In said
ordered by the Board
It M. therefore
T. Nix, A. W. Tanner and Jno.
that
V Swoyer. be. and they hereby are
appointed as viewers to view and report on said proposed road.
Tetltlon signed by C. C. Itoss, et.
al.. asking for a road beginning at the
of Section 2o,
NE corner of Jthe
Twp. 29 N.. Kange 31 E., etc., as fully
set out In said petition:. by the Board
ordered
It Is therefore
li. P. James, F. P .Edmondaon, and
that
A O Loveless, be. and they are hereby
appointed as viewers to view and report on said proposed road.
Road Viewers Report
OF
To the HONORABLE BOARD
UNION COUNTY

the section line on hill aide and continuing In a Nostheasterly direction 400
feet, more or less, and curve to the
right down the arroya and following
west back of the arroya' to section line;
thence East on section line crossing
this arroya, thence following the foot
of the hill on the south side of the arroya and Into the SWHSKVi Section
17, a distance of. 400 feot, more or less,
mile to section line bethence SE
tween 17 and 20, Twp. 30 N., Range 32
10.; thence following said section line
East to the SE corner of Section 18,
Twp. 30 N., Range S3 Ta thence South
1 mile; thence East 1 ralle to Quy
thence 'East 1U miles, thence
South U mile, thence east 4 mile;
thence
thence South 1 andEast 2mlles to theN"Y corner Twp.
29, N., Range 34 E; thence South 1 mile;
thence East 2H miles to Cuates
mile, thence South
thence East
1 mile: thence East S miles to NW cor2
16,
Twp.
N., Range 35 E;
ner Section
thence South 1 mile; thence; East one
mile to near Rhoades' Canon thence In
an eusterly direction following the
present used road to the NW corner of
the SWVi of Section 18, Twp. 29 N.,
Range 36 E.; thence East 1 mile; then
South H pille, thence East on the sec
tion line between sections 17 and zu
Twp. 29 N.. Range 36 E, and continuing
Nast on this section line to the Mate
line between Oklahoma una New Mexico.,
i
The clerk Is hereby ordered to cause
notices to be posted at three public
places along the route of such road
giving all parties notice that said road
nus oeen ueciarea a purine nignway.
COMMISSIONERS.
Done In open court this 4th. day of
NEW MEXICO:
June. 1918.
T. J. EDMONDSON
Attest:
We. the undersigned duly appointed Juan
J. Duran, Clerk,
Chairman
from
road viewers to view a road
line
Springs east to the Oklahoma
14h.
beg to state that we did on the proIt Is now oidered that Court do now
view out the
adjourn until nine o'clock, A. M. to
day of May. 191.
poned route as per Instructions.
morrow.
Beginning at the SW" corner of Secthence
Court met at nine o'clock, a. m.. pur
tion 18, Twp. 30 N., Range 81 E..Sections
Eajt on section line between
to adjournment of yesterday, the
mile, thence suant
same
18 and 19 about one-ha- lf
cnairman ana Members Deing,
about Soo feet,
bearing Nortii-EaValentine Martines raised on cattle
South of the from 92 to 300
head.
thence South to 100 feet
sec. line: thence East along the South
mile;
line about one-haIs now ordered that court do now
side of section
It
crossing the section adjourn until nine o'clock, a. m.,
thence North-eato a point near an
line and continuing
arroya and following along the foot of
Court met Derauant to adjournment
SE corner of Sectoon 18. crossing the
South-eacorner of Section 18. crossln of yesterday; there being present the
a culvert or s.tme Chairman and otner Members as
arroya at this point withhelghth
bridge length 18 feet, arroya. 8 feet of yesterday.
Thence
above bottom of the
line crossing Md-dl-or
F. A. Klmerllne Is assessed with one
East along section
span of mules.
Spring arroya with culvert
long and 6 feet
bridge about 12 feet
thence East
Chas. Dugger raised on cows from 15
above the bed of arroya:
line to the to 100 head.
on the North side of Section South-eatop of the hill and .o the
of Section 17,
corner of the SW4SV
Walter Williamson is assessed on 4
Twp. 80 N.. Range 32 E; thence in a head of horjese valued at $i00, 2 mules
y
direction 300 feet more at szuo. 4 tows at 3180, on improvmenti
left around the 3250, on machinery $100.
or less and curve to thecrossing
section
hill and North-eaIn a
side and continuing more
hill
line on
It Is now ordered that Court do now
y
direction 400 feet
adjourn until nine o'clock, a. in.,
or less and curve to the left down the
arrovu and following west bank of the
East on
Benjamin Aragón raised on cows
arroya to section line: thence
this arroya, no
20 to 50 head.
Section line crossing
present time, the nat- from
culvert needed at arroya
good
at
being
C.
W.
raised on Improvments
ural bed of this following
of from $175Roush
the foot
to $400.
this arroyathence
arroya
an
of
side
on
Soutb
the
the hill
II n Henry Mercer raised on value of
and Into the SWi.SE', Section
to
from $30 to $75.
distance of 400 feet, more or less,
Southpass a ptlnt of rocks: thence
20
17
and
between
line
J. H. Zurlck is assessed with 100
east to section
Twp. 30 N., Range 32 E, Mienee followhead of yearlings.
to SiO corner
ing said section line I'ant
E.,
N., Kani;e
Conies now J. A. O'Brien, by O. T.
of Section 18, Twp. SOthej'-Kam 1 mile Toombs, Esq., his attorney: comes also
thence South 1 mile:
to Guy Postoffice: thence East I miss A. J. Payne and W. E. Summers, viewers
East
road No. 49.
thrure South Vi mile, thenir.tl.is, of The
avove cause comes to be heard
mile:2 theme Soutri 1NW corner
upon
to
nillos
the
the matter of damages claimed
ihei.ce East
Twp. 29 N., Rango 31 K: thence South by Mr. O'Brien on account of said road
1 mile: thence East iH m'lei lo Cuilea
crossing his land: and the Board after
I ostofflce, thence Evi. "i nilo; llenes hearing the evidence and arguments of
5
to
1
miles
East
mile;
thence
South
aeciae to lane tne matter under
29N.. counsel
advisement until July 1st., 1918.
the NW corner; Seotlon 16. Twp.
Range 85 E. thenrce South 1 mile;
It Is now ordered that Court do now
thece East 1 mile to near Khoades Canon: thence In an easterly direction fol- adjourn until nine o'clock, a. jti., to
road to the morrow.
lowing the present used
NW corner of the SW V of Section 18,
Twp. 2 N., Range 36 E; thence East
Court met pursuant to adjournment
1 mile: thence South V, mile; thence of yesterday,
there being present the
between Section same Chairman and other members as
East on Section line
36
E.,
N.,
and
Range
29
Twp.
20,
17 and
of yesterday.
continuing East on this line to the
State line between New Mexico and Ail The following road bills were allow
and nrHarHii nnifi'
Oklahoma.
said road willnar-be- J. T. Howard, for freight tc, X.4.00
.And we AndMinn
thatrinmnve
4n all
iiulfu
along the line of eald road and the Irnaclo Bolando. rord overseer' 102.0
"tif
expense of opening said road between D. A. Shoults, viewing road No. 40 8.00
170.00
Section 18 and 1 and 17 and 80, In A. C. Loveless, salary, etq
75.00
Twp. 30 N., Range Sí E, will be $800 ri. (. juagruaer, ssiary,..
jurpprl
between
1.97
and
1800
K. W. Isaacs, road
s.
in labor:
Cash and
Two.
7.16
supplies
road
Sections 17 and 20 and 16 and 21,875
in
require
E.,
86
108.66
N.,
Ra.ige
will
supplies
89
road
and between Otto- - Johnson, road supplies
139.46
cash and (200 in labor;
83. Twp. 29 N., Range
47.65
supplies.
and
road
Sections
li
as v , nn rnlvert 176. total cash ex
63.65
supplies
ríad
$1000
83SO
the
for
21.75
tabor
and
penditure
road supplies
3.60
Most all other parts of the
road supplies,
entire road.
except
gates
open
355.50
and traveled
.road are
road supplies
120.66
across same.road suppl'es.
Respectfully submitted:
114.64
indue. & repairs,
3.00
E. IX Logue.
E. D. Louge, viewing road.
. 3.00
A. Cv Loveless,
T. J. Robertson, viewing road.
.
Viewers. Hill Bros., drayage, ,,.
13.20
1.60
W. H. Summers, witness fees,
2.50
Order Aaarotla Resort sad Qraatlac A. J. Payne, witness fee.
618
Read So.
Viewers Report
Read
session this
The Board in regular
1918 took up for To the HONORABLE BOARD OF
'fourth day of June.
report
of
the viewers COUNTY COMMISSIONtiiS, of
consideration the
appointed UNION COUNTY NEW - MEXICO
of the above report on
proposed
....
said
to view and
Sirs:
road; and the Board having considered
duly appointed
undersigned
We
the
no
being
claims
report
and there
said
viewers to view the road from the
being otherwise NW
for da.nages made and
31. Twp. 37 N..
corner
Section
of
premises:
In
the
fully advised
Range 28 E.. thenee 14 miles to the
Ordered that aald
It is therefore
to Gulf Highway; beg to re- be, and Is" herebj, in all respects Colorado
i i nimv w
uiu vil ai
iviiii and
lii
tne same as per Instructions,
ssld Road view
"Tt is further ordered that designated
to
at the
wish
state
that beginning
be, and the same Is hereby
corner of Section it, Twp. 37 N.,
said road be, NW
as Road No. 31, and that
88
E.,
Range
at
north
thence
for trav- three fourths mile there la a hill about
and the same Is hereby opened
to go
a publlo highway, sixty down
declared
and
el
which will require an expenditure
feet wide.
$76.00 in labor to construct tha road
of
fleccorner
of
8W
Beginning t the
from the foot of said hill on the
tion IS, Twp. 30 N., Range 81 East, and
line north abqut three hundred
between section
thence east on section line
yards
across the east side of dry lake
mile, thence
18 and It about
Seetlona North-eawill require the expenditure
which
bed
800
then
feet:
about
bearing
$300.00 to grade the same; thence
of tha seotlon of
u..tk In ino iAt south
on
countr line the road Is
north
the
of
along
aide
south
line; thence East
and traveled to the NE corner of
mile; thence NE open
section line about
18, Twp. 28 N., Range 88 E;
Section
m
crossing section line ana continuing
the present used- road bares
theme easterly
rwmt nnr an arrova and following north
about 4oo feet to mljs
alog the foot of bill SW of the arroya some
Malplaa rocks on the west
small
i
to the bm corner ui
poBt-offlo- e;

.

post-offic-
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Viewers.

The Board In regular session this 8th
day of June, 1918, took up for consider
ation the report of tha viewers of the
above road heretofore appointed to
view and report on said road, and that
the board being, fully advised in the
I . emises:
It Is therefore Ordered that said re- appears ubove, be, and
Cort rm tl.i !nsame
all respects approved:
It Is lurther ordered that said road
No E4. bn. and the same Is hereby.
opened for travel, and declared a pub
lic highway 60 feet wide, beginning at
at
the NW corner of Section 31, Twp.
27 N., Range 28 E., thenee North eleven
miles to the north line of Section 6.
Twp. Í8 N.. Range 28 K; thence East
orit-nr- ii
m tie to Intersect road No. 55
at tl e Quarter Section corner on the
soutM l.ne of Section 31. Twp. 39 N.
E.
Ren ire
The Clerk Is hereby Ordered to cause
i oIkil to ae posted at 8 public places
suing- tne rouu
suc.i road giving
a (.nil pal ties that said road
a nubile hishwav.
hutDo-i-been rt. (
in eptn Court this hth. day of
June, li'is.
T. J. EDMONDSON
Attest:
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
Chairman

,,...

J

made.

lni--.- l

Road Viewers Report

(
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Why is it that United States Tires
are setting new records for mileage,
and serviceability ?
Why is it that the sales of these
tires are constantly mounting by
leaps and bounds ?
The answer is found in the factories where United States Tires are

Order Approving Report and tirantlng
Road anhrr .14

To The HONORABLE BOARD OF
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF
UNION COUNTY. NEW MEXICO.
We tho undersigned viewers of the
proposed road through the center IN
&S) of Sections 30 and 31. Twp. 29 N.,
Range 28 E of the New Mexico Prin
cipal Meridian, have the following report to make to you:
That on the 4th. day of March, we,
V. M. Shaw and Rubert C. Salver, an- pointed Homer J. Farr to help us view
this road, as the other regularly appointed viewer, Mr. Loveless, did not
appear, and that we three then viewed
the road, on the above stated fourth
day of March, 1918, and And that we
believe for the benenta derived from
about one hundred neoole who this new
road will place exactly one mile nearer
Dedman, their nearest town, we find
also that this road will damaare Win
E. McNowan to the amount of Two
Hundred Dollars $200.00) ; we also And
damages' should be bald to Her
that Nicholson,
to the amount of Fifty
bert
Dollars ($50) provided, however that
in case the road should be closed on the

.

We Set Tire
Standards

lf

T. J. Robersim,
A. C. Loveless,

.

,

v

w

thrte-qi'arte-

e;

28 N., Range 28 E., thenee east on the
correction line to tho SW corner of
Section 81, Twp. 29 N., Range 28 E;
tnence north two amr one-hamiles
this road is open and traveled; thence
mile more or less to
north one-hathe Colorado to Gulf Highway, this
mile being fenced from the NW corner
of Section 80, Twp. 29 N., Range 28 E.
tne present roau runs east one hair
mile thence north into tho town of
Dedman.
d
We most respectfully
that the road along tho west
line of Section 30 and N"one half way on
. Rango 28 E.,
Section 19, Twp. 27
be accepted provided tho parties
d
interested donate
of
the labor to construct this part of the
road, and from this point the NW cor
ner ot tne aw "4, section in, Twp 27 N.,
Ranire 28 E.. northerly to the correction
line between Twps. 28 and 29 N., be es- laDiiHneu. as ino county uoan irom this
point there being a good road open to
the East for two or three miles we believe for the public in general this
road should follow the correction line
east one-hamile and intersect the
road previously petitioned through Section 30, and 31 Twp. 2! N.. Kange 28 E.
Into the town ofDedmnn. New Mcx.
Kesiectfully submitted;

Standards of construction for
these tires are higher than ever before known in the tire industry.
Makers of tire fabrics tell us that
the standards we have given them
for United States Tire fabrics are
higher than any previously known.
Likewise through every process
of construction from crude rubber
to finished tires we have set new
and higher standards everywhere.
These standards work out on your
car in the practical economy des.
manded by
United States Tires will raise any
car to higher efficiency.
There is a type to suit every condition of service.
The nearest United States Sales
and Service Depot dealer will cheerfully aid in selecting right tires for
your requirements.
war-time-

at V
W

J.

II

United States Tires
arc Good Tires

west side of said sections within twelve
months from the dute hereof that the
said Herbert Nicholson asks no damages
for this road but for the fact that this
proposed road, on account of natural
barriers caused three roads either thru
or by his land we feel that he Is entitl
ed to damages, and that for the fact
that McNown has 200 acres cut off from
his water that he is entitled to the
damages above mentioned. We also
find that the proposed road would travel over smooth, slightly rolling prairie
whiuh wiiq practically no labor at all
"- will make a Nne road .while the ores
ent road mostly traveled one-ha- lf
mile
west of this is low swampy ground.
Stales Tires are GOOD tires that's wy we sell 'em.
We pray that the above road be We KNOW United
GARAGE, Clayton, N. MY
ELECTRIC
County
as
a
a.,d
a
Pub
road.
f:ranted
PIONEER AUTO CO, Clayton N. M.
Hubert C. Salyer,
W. M. Shaw,
V.' S. ROWLEY, Corrumpa, N: M.
Homer J. Farr.
Viewers
Thirty-fiv- e
(85) East of tha New MexNOTICE OF BALES
ico Principal Meridian, in aald Union
la the Eighth Jadlrlal DUtrlet Coart,
Mexico, together with all
New
County
aad Ciranti
Order AvrYi4t
Wlthla aad For l alea Coaaty, N. M. and singular the lands, tenements, herHead No. S3
there3210
editaments and appurtenances apper
No.
unto belonging or in anywise
as
F.
Marv
Brandstetter.
aausry
(lie
su
or
to
talnlng.
lent inereor
The Board In regular session I
devisee of Ueorire Brand
said Judgment, together nith Interes
9th. dav of June. 1918. took ud for con stetter, Deceased, l'lalntlft
of this sale.
costs
and
sideration the report of the viewers of
Foreclosure
VS.
Wherefore Publlo notice la heresy
the above road heretofore appointed to
that on the loth, day of July.
rresley, Defendant.
view and report on said road: ana- ti Taylor
flven
the
oy
a
at the hour ot ten o'clock incourt
atcrm
oi
oi
virtue
and
Under
Board hivinf considerad aaid
put
forenoon, at the front door of the
forclosure and order of Bale Issued
and being otherwise fully advised in the of
County
Kighth
Clayton,
In
Town
of
the
house
the
of
Court
Dlstrlot
the
premises:
District of the Sate of New of Union. State of Newof Mexico, in
It la horohv Ordered that said reuort Judicial wWiln
foreclosure
and for Union County, obedience to aald decree
as the same apperaa above, be, and Mexico,
1918, in the and ordur of sale, the undersigned Bher- vl March,
the tTlh. dayeause,
the aame hereby is, in all respecta ap on
irc win aen tne aoove aescriDea rest
a
is
suit
which
entitled
above
nroved
or sufficient thereof to satisfy
of mortgage deed where- estate,judgment
It ia further Ordered that said Road In forclosure
and costs of sale, to
plaintiff obtained said
the above named
No. 63 be, and the same is hereby, op- a.in ludarmaut
- decree
highest
andand best bidder la cash
of foreclosure the
a public
ened for travel and declared
ahoy
for
defendant
therefore.
named
sgainst
the
r
5t wide, descri Dea as
Highway, 60
nun o rea ana ninety
the sum ofFifty-seveinree
Dated at Clayton, New Mexico, this
follows,
n
Hundredths doland
1818.
Thru tha center (North and South) five
;
(1395.67) with interest thereon r 6th. day of June, Ray Button,
of Sections 80 and 31, Twp. 29 'N., H lars
the rate of 10 per cent per annuf
38, East.
Sheriff ot Union County, N. M.
the date ot said decree to tt
Tba Clerk is hereby Ordered to from of
sale of the premises herí A. Jamea McDonald, Atty.
cause notices to oe posted at three pub date
N. M.
amounting
described
for Plaintiff, Clayton,
Inafter
llo places along the line or aucn roaa Eleven and Thirty-seve- n
Hundredtl
June 8 June 2 '18.
said road dollars (811.87): the undersigned
giving all parties notice that
8he
a nubllo hlahway.
hai l.MAn riMnlured
Iff of Union County, New Mexico, I
LOST Somewhere in
Done In open Court this 8th. day of commanded to sell at publlo auotlon f GAS TANK
of Clapton, sasollne tank"
town
june, 191.
the
by law, all thf
prescribed
manner
the
T. J. EDMONDSON certain piece or parcel ot real estat.
Attest:
Chairman situate, lying and being In the County for gasoline range. Finder please reJuan J. Duran, Clerk,..:
of Union, Ktate of NeW Mexico, more turn to Dr. Oliver, at tho First Natdescribed as follows,
that Court do now particularly
It Is now ordered1st.,
Quarter ional Bank, Clayton, and receive reWest half of North East
adjourn untll-Jul- y
191.
(26) in
Hea. Twenty-si- x
(WHNEtt)
EDMONDSON
T.
J.
25 If.
Attest:
Chairman Township Twenty (20) North of llange ward.
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
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VILLAGE CRIER

TYPEWRITER
manufactured for Ihiscll-njat- e.
Guaranteed. $1.00 each, for
ny machine. News Office.

A Column of OPPORTUNITIES for Every News Reader
Rate: One Cent per Word per Issue
FOR SALE One National Cash register. R. E. Wherrilt.

RIBBOfSS-X'Klean-.Wr- lte"

SAL E Three show cases,
Apply Frulh's Farmacy, Clayton.

?OR'

rtrOtleaf THE CLAYTON NEWS
Eater

G. C. Smith,
OWNER

Ml

la ha Past

New Mexlea,

mm

Oetaker

facaa

Office at
Claaa nail

2, IBM, aaar

at-te-

FAR

STRAYED OR STOLEN One sorrel
horse, G years old, weight about
1100 pounds, in good condition, with
brand "connected ST" on left thigh.
$10 reward. Notify J. T. Newton,

Gladstone,

23450

N. M.

320 acres of good fanning land. Located 4',i miles West
of Grenvillc, N. M., price right. Will
lal.e Automobile for part payment.
J. H. Ruth'dge, Clayton. N. M. 2.125

FOR SALE

To thrifty investors-W- ar
Savings Stamps at any post
office in Union County and many of
the better stores. Help your government by starting a "thrift card."
FOR SALE

ROOM 1 esirable
room with bath for rent. 113
2itf
Madison Ave.
Phone 145.

FURNISHED

fur-nih- ed

JERSEY COWS FOR SALE Some of
them fresh and others will be
Seo L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N. M,

for quick farm loans.
Office rooms in Telephone Exchange Building. Inquire
20
of II. U. Woodward.
3X)R

KENT

FURNITURE FOR SALE Having
volunteered my services t Uncle
Sam and being called upon to leave
Clayton Thursday or Friday of the
coining week, I will soli a good bed,
stove, and practically complete batch
outOt, including good writing desk,
nnd some twenty-fiv- e
volumnes of
reference and other books. This is
a bargain for some one. Hoom with
electric light and water where I am
now living will he for rent at a very
Apply to F.dgar
reasonable figure.
Sherman, "The Newsman", at the
Clayton News Office.
One sorrel mare
wearing haulter
about
when last seen. One sorrel mare
with spavin on
about
left hind leg, One brown mare about
with colt by side, One
mare about
brown
branded, One yearling horse colt
wearing colt weaner.
$10.00 reward
for information
leading to recovery.

STRAY NOTICE

tí. A. Clason, Sofia, N. M.

252G

Newby. and
piano in good condition, cost
$'100.00 new, a bargain at $200.00. Also ladies' writing desk. Apply to
MisEthel Stewart, at the Court

IMANO FOR SALE

Ev-a- ns

"YOUR FLAG AND MY FLAG

h h hnh

ta N

h

N

h'h

EFFICIENT
Continued from Industrial Page

soft
them a modern and
tirink parlor is evidenced by the large
up-to-d- ate

patronage the store enjoys. You can
drop in at any hour of the day and
find people lined up at the fountain
or silting at the tables. In addition
to the soft drinks this store handles
a full line of standard cigars and
smoker materials, and a line of box
Toilet articles, perfumes
candies.
stationary and other useful articles
are also carried in stock.
When in need of drugs or any
thing carried in slock by drug stores
rail at tho Rexall Store. You will
be treated in a congenial and courteous manner, and your patronage
will bo appreciated. Another thing
you'll get a dollars worth for a dol
lar.

h

in ri

n I)

N

h i

To the People of the State of New Mexico :
The people of this state will have the opportunity on
June 28th, 1918, of showing their loyalty and consecration to
"the great enterprise this nation is engaged upon by pledging
themselves to save and economize and invest in war savings
stamps.
The material needs necessary to successfully prosecute
the war can be met only if the people of this nation deny
themselves some of their customary expenditures. It is not
jiough to furnish thousands of young men as this state is
doing. Those men must be clothed, fed and equipped. Surely when they are so willing to give their lives we should not
hesitate to lend our savings.
The people of this state are expected to save and invest
in War Savings Stamps to the maturity value of $7,000,000.
Similar allotments have been made to other states and the
President of the United States has called on the people of the
- various states on June 28th to indicate their willingness to
required of all of us, by
practice the patriotic
pledging themselves to purchase War Savings Stamps during
the remainder of this year. This state has always responded
fully to calls made upon it and I feel sure the present will be
no exception.
In order that this state and its pecple may not fall behind other states in responding" to this call, I hereby proclaim
Friday, June 28th, as
. WAR SAVINGS DAY
for the state of New Mexico, upon which day all persons shall
give their pledges for War Savings Stamps at such times and
places and in such manner as may be appointed by Hallet
Reynolds, war savings director for this state, acting under the
authority of the secretary of the treasury, and pursuant to
the proclamation of the President of the United States.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and
caused the great seal of the state of New Mexico to be affixed.
Done at the city of Santa Fé this, the 4th day of June,
self-deni- al

MOB VIOLENCE CONTRARY
PRINCIPALS OF GOVERNMENT

inciting a riot than responsible, for
Both of the men who
were arrested belong to good families, and all their friends regret the
incident very much.
The course of the law should be
allowed all freedom, howevei', and
the parties guilty of inciting last
Friday night's debacle should pay the
penalty. Assistant District Attorney
Collins is making everp possible effort to ascertain the names of all
members of that mob and to see
that all are punished according to
the law of the land..
The .News sincerely hopes that it
will not again have to so severely
condemn either its friends or its
enemies for such an pffense against
the very principal our men in the
trenches are dying for, but does not
hesitate to announce that its condemnation of such actions will be
as certain, and even more severo in
the future regardless of who such
condemnation injures.
If you know of man or woman" in
Union County who is aiding our en- iny by action or by word of mouth
eport him or her to the proper
Should the facts brot
authorities.
nt by proper investigation warrent
the (iovernment will handle the person guilty of sedition or treason in
ts own way, and save us, as citizens,
of America, the stigma of Hun bru
tality and frightfulness.

A. D. 1918.

Attested:
(Seal.)

20

ItEXAL STORE IS 100 PEil CENT

N

Governor's Proclamation

PICKED UP Estray filly, black, 2 AMERICAN GIRLS SHOULD
years' old, no visible brand. Came
DO THEIR PART
to my place on June 8th.
Owner
call for same at G. W. Jamieson's
In nearly all trades and businesses
piare, 1 mile west anil 4 miles south
of Sedan.
30' in the United States girl and women
workers are .being trained to take
the places of the men who arc going
FOR SALE Some fine Jersey cows, to
the battle front and to the other
fresh and some will points where war duty calls.
h ft in p
Adolph
soon.
Schaefer, It.
be fresh
The day of the true feminist has
27
F. 1. Route One, Seneca. N. M.
come the day when the heart and
,

-

HOR SALE

10 good milch cows for
sale. Price right.
Call and see
or write g. A. Morrison, Clayton, N.
M, Kenton Route.
20

Wo agree that any American who FOR SALE Incubators, Implements,
is aiding the enemy in any way, be
household furniture and anvthinar
V
W
FOR THE SAFETY OF OUR MEN
W
should bo con- salable can be
it small
sold with an ad in
W S S
W S S
ACROSS TIIE SEA; THAT THERE
W S S
victed of treason and shot. But we these columns.
S
S
MAY BE TWO AMERICANS TO
S
maintain that such persons should
bo handled by officers of the law
SVj
W.
W
EVERY FOE, AND EACH OF OURS
rather than a mob. Mobs are too
W S S
W S S
AS WELL OR BETTER ARMED;
W S S
ANNOUNCEMENT
often
stirred to action by personal
S
S
S
BETTER FED AND BETTER CAR- - prejudice, by an ovcrsupply of booze
Dr. L. B. MASSEY
or misapprehension of the facts, and
W
W
W
ED FOR: FOR THE SAFETY OF
do.
to
apt
more
injury
are more than
Chiropractor, has Opened an
W S S
W S S
W S S
OUR WOMEN AND CHILDREN AT to
the cause for which we are fightOffice
in the Love Bldg. on
S
HOME: FOR WOULD FREEDOM ing
than to the Herman spy system.
Main SL Clayton, N. M. He
The two men who were arrested
will Make a Specialty of Cro-n- ic
FROM THE TYHAXY OF MILITARISM FOREVER: FOR VICTORY IN
inciting the riot of
charged
with
Diseases.
RATTLE: FOR TIIE HONOR OF OUR COUNTRY: AND THAT THE
night, now maintain that they
LIGHT OF LIBERTY TO ALL MAY .NEFJl DIM TO It It h ATI I OF that
were not the leaders of the mob
were trying to protect the man
BEAST, WE PLEDGE OURSELVES TO SAVE FOOD; TO PRODUCE but
is to be hoped that their stateIt
MORE: TO CONSUME LESS: TO SAVE BY REFRAINING FROM ALL
ment
is correct, as the News would
WALTER
T. TRAVIS
USELESS EXPENDITURES, AND BUY TO OUR UTMOST OF W. S. S. Ik
rather believe anyone innocent of

-

House.

.7 .7 .7"

dres-
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"THE NEWSMAN"
'

Furnilnre. Beds,

FOR SALE

sers, stoves, chairs, dining room
set and other household goods. In24-quire 22i Monroe St.

Edgar Sherman,

r,

ka aet af

.

SALE Three White Holland
Turkeys, cheap. P. O. Dox 509.

Canatr

Claj-faa- ,

March I, 1ST.
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Official

Official
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brain of the woman worker, must
take the place of, and support, the
wearers of the bifurcated garments.
In every sense must the girl and
women workers or tne nation ex
pect to give as liberally as would
have given those whose places they
are filling.
In the coming War Savings Stamp
drive the woman worker can pledge
herself to save and invest in many
instances better than could the man.
There are feminine vanities that can
well be dispensed with by the woman
who is filling the ranks of labor, to
the benefit of the nation and much
to their own benefit and the benefit
of their employers.
The government will expect no less
of them because they are women
We will eventually come to those
effeciencies that are making the Ger
mans so supprisingly enduring under
trying conditions. The government

W. E. LINDSEY. .
ANTONIO LUCERO.
Secretary of State.
is only asking us to save, now, but
the following item from an authen
tic source will give an idea of what
a government may resort to when
its pleas go unheeded and it must
resort to demanding to, save itself
and those unheeding ones who have
failed it in its extremity.
"Girl workers in German factories
are getting $1.20 a week In cash out
of their wages, and are compeHed to
use the rest for the purchase of war
bonds.''
A liberal responso on
Compelled.
the part of girl workers in America
in this thrift drive will put of the
day of compulsion in this country
until the very last.
When a worker approaches you to
sign a pledge, don't think you can
get by on your good looks beauty
is a detriment in war, mostly sign
the pledge and thank God that you
have a chance to sign one rather
than he told you must come thru.
WOMEN DID THEIR SHARE
IN THIRD LIBERTY LOAN

Statistics just made public con
cerning the Third Liberty Loan
show, among other interesting facts
that the women solicitors for sub
scriptions to the loan secured a total of fifty per cent of the entire
number of subscriptions.

PHYSICIAN

such action

GOODBYE
FOLKS

UNION

COUNTY

CLAYTON, N. M.

Phone

'
t,

Frank
ATTORNEY

0.

Blue

AND

CLAYTON,

COUNSEL-LOR-AT-LA- W

NEW

MEXICO

Telephone Exchange Bldg.

XR SALE
OTTO-JOILNSO-

N

BV

MERCANTILE CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

Get a good one from

L. R. RALSTON
THE JEWELER
Corr(ct Watch Repairing and

dea cu'ng

Thompson Bldg.

With ihis issue of the News the
CLAYTON
.Newsman bids his Union County folk
goodbye. . After trying to enlist in
every branch of the United States
I1 1
service, and failing to pass the examinations, he has at last succeeded,
W. WtV
in a roundabout wav. in breaking
into the army.
Endeavoring to be
changed from Class Four to Class
One, in order to be included in the
Union County contingent of "wood- choppers" which left Clayton Friday
night, he succeeded in so aggravating
his local exemption board in Colo
rado that they have assigned him
to another, and prehaps .better
branch of the service. He leaves
Clayton for wherever he is going
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Out of the inky storm clouds ha
y
comes, the
of all gocd
farmers. There is nothing you
caa do to stop bim from reaping
his destructive harvest. Though
you cannot prevent such damage
you can protect yourself against
money loss by a
arch-enem-

Optlmlatlc Thaught.
That which turna odt with good ra
alta la better than any law.

THE OILERFUL
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And

htip my life.
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Hail Insurance
Policy
clA

Hertford Firm tantranem Co.

At a very moderate cost you can
have your crops guaranteed by an
insurance company that for 105
years has cheerfully, fully and
promptly paid every just claim.

Union County Agency
IN BUSINESS FOR YOUR
'
PROTECTION

MtFaddon and Rixey
NEW MEX

CLAYTON

THE CLAYTON NEWS

.

A New Health Within Reach of All

health is within the reach of all thru the new science of
Chiropractic.
Relief given in aculo and chronic cases. Latest
electrical devices in use. Consultaton free and investigation
invited.
A new

Dr. Morietta Murphy
CHIROPRACTOR & OSTEOPATH

REXAL DRUG STORE
100 PER CENT EFFICIENT IN ALL THINGS
No matter huw proficient a physician maybe ami no matter how simple may be the case he is treating,
unless his prescriptions are (llled to
an iota lul success with that
case is bound. to he delayed.
Wise people have learned that it is
well lo pick their druggist with the
same care that' they exercise in
choosing their physician, their banker or their lawyer. In the Rexall
Store the people of Clayton have an
institution which is managed in this
one department from the standpoint
per cent efficiency in
of giving-10the filling of prescriptions.
There
is a registered graduato pharmacist
in charge of the prescription department of this store at all timess, and
the citizens of Union County are rapidly learning that this institution is
one in which absolute confidence can
be placed.
Messrs. Wanser and Owens, proprietors of the Rexall Store, have
been identified with Clayton business
interest for about one year and have
established the reputation of being
citizens of the progressive,
type who believe in doing
things. Mr. Owens is in active charge
of the drug store. It is lo such men
as the proprietors of the Rexall Store
that Clayton owes her present claim
to prominence in the commercial and
industrial life of New Mexico. They
will bo found at all times identified
with every movement that works for
the best interests and upbuilding of
the city of Clayton and Union Coun
iar-ticul-

Simon Herzstein Clothing Company
EVERYTHING FOR MENS' AND YOUNG MENS WEAR
Now showing a full line of summer

garments in late styles and fabrics
The Home of HART SCnAFFNER & MARX Clothes
Late showing of summer garments in our ladies
."
"Ready-to-Wear-

"THE ROLL of

Get a Price for your Broom Corn
We are getting the highest market prices for the broom corn and
other produce marketed for members of this society. Many
fanners are saving money by trading at the "Equity"
INVESTIGATE

The Farmers' Society of Equity, Ltd,

S. E. Lane Land Company
REAL ESTATE

the Land of Plenty

ty.

Clay tor, New Mexico

BANK-Slat-

Clayton, New Mexico

ar

COURTESY. FIRST HERE

The Rexall Store is located on the
Maiirstrees in Clayton, in the heart
of the business district ami within
easy access to the lintels depot,
and tt'i resilience section of
the city.
A stock of goods is carried which
includes ttie famous Itexall lino of
reiniilies, toilet articles and sundries.
as well as a full and complete line
of all standard drugs and drug sun
dries. The interior of the store is
kept neat and clean at all times, and
Lthe visitor is immediately impressed
ly the business-lik- e manner In which
he is welcomed by the salesman.
It can truly be said that the Rexall
Store is one of the leading business
institutions in Clayton and a good
criterion by which to judge the busi
ness establishments in the city.
In addition to handling a full line
of drugs this store carries in stock
a complete line of proprietary
These" remedies are carried in extensive lots and are sold
under a guarantee by both the store
'
and the anufacturer.
One of the most Important features of the store is the excellent
soda fountain and soft drink parlor
in connection with the drug business.
The fountain at the Rexall Store is
the largest in the city and is in
charge of an experienced dispenser
at alltimes. All kinds of soft drinks
and ice cream dishes are served in a
careful and sanitary way. The fact
that people in Clayton appreciate the
efforts of the Rexall Store to give

our friends

OUR HIGHEST AIM is lo make

feel at home when they visit our store.

FRIENDLINESS, COURTESY, QUALITY MERCHANDISE the platform upon which wo have

established our substantial patronage.

MODERN REST ROOM FOR WOMEN

AND CHILDREN,

George H. Wade & Co.
CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

"CIRCLE FOUR BRAND'
SEEDS .
Will produce crops in any kind of soil 4
Highest market prico
paid for beans and grain seed

Four States Seed Gompany

wide-awa- ke

W. L. SWAGERT1E, Manager.

HONOR

Counly and City Depository
Open an account with
a Conservative Bank
and grow with us

-

;

0

Simon Herzstein Clothing Company

Doing a general land business in

The STATE BANK of COMMERCE

W. L. Franklin, Manager

Save on Your Laundry Work
Careful attention given to all classes of laundry work.
Every arliclo Í3 handled under the personal supervision of the
manager. Special caro is given delicate fabrics.
'Phone and the laundry wagon will call

CLAYTON STEAM LAUNDRY

CLAYTON

::

::

::

::

::

::

NEW MEXICO

post-oITi- ce

Fresh' Bakery Goods
Every article of Bakery Goods turned out at tliis shop is properly
blended with the weat flur substitutes that are necessary.
We are members of the Food Administration.
TRY OUft BREADS AND PASTRY GOODS

MORALES BAKERY
CLAYTON

::

:i

::

i:

::

::

NEW MEXICO

Peoples Tailor and Hat Works
and
Modern methods of
pressing will not only save and lengthen the lifo of your clothes,
but will make them look like new at all times :: Work done at
::
::
::
::
this shop is guaranteed lo bo satisfactory

SAVE ON YOUR CLOTHING

dry-cleani- ng

HATS CLEANED BLOCKED AND REMODELED
L. D. TURNER, Proprietor.
NEW MEXICO

CLAYTON

No Home is Complete Without Music
Full line of the famous Edison Diamond Disc machines and Columbia musical instruments. Late recards for both machines
All kinnds of musical instruments

MUSIC CO.

FISHER-DAVI- S
Clayton

HAMMOND BUILDING

THE
CARRYING

A COMPLETE

New Mexico

"YOU FURNISH THE GIRL AND
WE'LL FURNISH THE HOME."
w

furniture and house furnishings.
Everything for the home at prices that are right.
- Yictrolas and Records

Complete

line of

high-gra-

de

F. P. KILBURN
Clayton, New Mex.

FURNITURE

UNDERTAKING

Everything Electrical
carry a Complete line of Electrical
Fixtures, including lamps, globes, labor
saving devices of all kinds.
Wiring done under contract

We

reme-diesdi- es.

J; H. ARMENTROUT
CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

Don't Write: Use The TELEPHONE
You can save both TIME and MONEY
by transacting your business over the
"Long Distance,"
Connections with
all cities on the Bell System.
Clayton-Texlin- e

Telephone
F. II. CLARK, Mgr.

Continued on Editorial Page

ALL BTORB

Clayton's Leading Drug Store
LINE OF THE FAMOUS

REXALL

REMEDIES

AND TOILET ARTICLES

EVERYTHING IN THE LINE OF DRUG SUNDRIES

LARGEST SODA FOUNTAIN IN CLAYTON

WAN
CLAYTON,

DRUGGISTS

'

WEN

NEW MEX.

Co.

TIIE CLAYTON NEWS.

RED CROSS PICNIC AT
STÜBBLEF1ELD
,calvs ire

pure
bred and their advent into the north
end of the county marks the first
step toward grading up the milch
slock of that section.
The next
step is the community purchase of
a registered sire, to be used col- lectivly by all members of the calf
chilis when their cows reach breed-

Members of imir l iiion County
Auxiliaries of the IU'1 Cross, (Srand-MeItryan School
Mountain
and Mose?, aro I'lanning an elaborate
Day at
celebration of
the Stubbleílclcl (inn1, on the
This affair is in the nature
of a lied Cross picnic and all the
proceeds from the sale of refreshments and so forth, will go to swell
the war relief fund of the organization.
An excellent program of sports
has been arranged and there will be
an abundance of ice cream, lemonade and sandwiches for all who
come. This is he only affair of its
kind planned for Clayton residents,
and for Union County folk south
end east and it Í3 expected that the
larget gathering the Grove ever
witnessed will be there the Fourth
of July.
The Slubblefield Grove is the
scene of the first Fourth of July
Celebration in Union County, or possible the Great Plains region.
In
1861 a party of imigrants on tin old
Santa Fe trail discovered th prove
and stopped there to celebrate In- Ninje soil of a
iiepeihlenre Pay.
celebration has'been held theie every
year since that lime.
L'he propram and arrangements
for the celebration are in chnrpe of
i.. w . js. itryan, as chairman 01 a
joint committee of the four auxiliaries.
While not dellnately arranged,
as yet, the tentatie propram is an
notmrcd as follows:
w,

Vi-v-

,

Cnr-rum-

fifteen-sixteent-

hs

ing age.--

flasket Supper Nets

$128.75

For R.C

A basket supper held the night of
Juno lSlh., at the homo of. Mrs.
Mattio Smyle, on the Cimarron, was
an enjoyaWe affair and netted $128.-7- 3
for the Red Cross. Following the
supper the crowd went to the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Will Giles wher
they enjoyed a dance,, and further
increased the bank-ro- ll
of the Red
Cross to the tune of seven dollars.

Ideal Cafe Gave Ked Cross Dance
To celebrate the acquisition of
larger quarters for the accomodation
of their customers Mr. and Mrs.
Karl Woolsey, propri"lors of the
Ideal Cafe pave a splendid dance at
which they served light refreshments.
The entire proceeds from
the dance, except the expense for
music, went to the local chapter of
the Ked Cross.
A Feature Mcc:nn.
The moving picture Imslness prob- aDiy win never reach Its zenith In the
smaller towns until some device Is
perfected ly which Jokes mnv he
pprting on the more prominent local
hnchelors In the course of the piny,
ns the old (hentilcnl troupes used to
do.
City Star.

roitiAoov

One hundred vard dash for hovs

and under.
One hundred yard ilah for men.
Sack Mace, entrants to
furnish
their own sack.
Haliy Contest, to judpo the most
I

years-ol-

GROVE

IN CLAYTON'S CIIl'HCIIES

d.

NOTIf i: FOK l'l HI.K A I ION
of the Interior, U. S.

Dais.

Ic;irtiiieni

Bryan will me t all comers Muy
nfii.e Ht riiiyton. New Mexico. Land
la,
is.
at wrestling or boxing.
Notice Is hereby Riven that Frapk N.
Hartley.
As.iipm-II u M. Kox,
Baseball game between pick up of Gladstone, N. M ..ofwho,sabe
on September
teams from north and south of coun- 11, 1'.iip7, inaila Iiesert Land Kntry.
Serial No. 03H44. for SUSWK. Bectlon
ty.
S: K'SKm. Section
7:
Section 17 and K'feNKVi Section IS, Town.
For the benefit of those who are Hhi
Jüi N
ltaiiKe 'H E.. New Mexico
unacquainted with the country the riniliial Meridian, haB filed notice of
to make Final Five Year
following road directions are given: Intention
1'roof, to eHtabllHh claim
to the lnnd
above
described,
before UeKiter and
Tako Kenton lload to Seneca
Keceiver, United States I,and
Oftlce, at
( layton. New Mexico,
on the 18th day of
take left band road to Dish
1'JIS.
Pag Crossing, go one mile north from July.laimant
names ns witnesses:
H"Cn, of Malpie, N. M.,
crossing and turn to right thru first ,..V.Í.r'sto,,hcr
William H. Stevens, of Chico. N. M.
gate, going one mile down the creek (harles K. Hartley, of Gladstone, N. M.
Stevens, of Chico. N. H.
to grove, which is eighteen miles Charles A. PAZ
VALVKRDK
15
June
July
13, 18.
Register.
due north from Clayton.
There is plenty of water, plenty
VOTH H FOR PI lILlt ATION
of the Interior, U. S.
of shade, and there will be something IH'partment
ofllee at Clayton, New Mexico. Land
May 1ft, 1918.
doing every minute of the day. All
is hereby Klven that William
are urged to attcud thisxclebxalnn, V. Notice
Shnuse. of Clayton. New
C. W. H.

Tliat money you háve laid áway for "a rainy a
wouldn't
you give every nickel of it tc keep a Hun'fi Kfllfd away1 irolri
your boy's throat t

11"

he-feit- s

You don't have to fight, but
Your son does, or your brother who is now across the way
or the kid now in khaki to whom you used to give pennies a
short time ago.

JUNE 28th
NATIONAL. WAR 8AVINQC DAY
On that day the nation calls upon you, not just your neighbor but you to pledge yourself to the purchase of a certain
number of War Savings Stamps during 1918.

Lend your money as freely
as they are giving their lives.

ol
Of"--t- n

I

National War Savings Oommitte
This space contributed for the Winning of the. War

iTTO-JOHNS-

by

MERC. CO.

ON

Take your change in War Savings Stamps

ARE YOU' A PATRIOT

Y

, If you are, we

hope you are not
the kind that will let "Woodrow
do it all" and feel that you can

N'-2N-

I

post-offic- e,

C

who,
on neecmber Si. 1914. madeMexico,
Homestead
No. 019088, for Lots 2, 3,
Serial
Culi
KaTcly and 4. Section 13, tinü tmtff'l wt 3 ,,.
tion 24, Township
N., Range
K.
New Mexico l'rinclpal Meridian, 36 has
notice of intention to make Three
Word from Des Mítines is to the tiled
ear 1'roof. to establish claim to the
effect that the forty-fiv- e
Holstein bind above described, before
1'.
Talbot, U. S. Commissioner, atCharles
his office
calves recently ordered by County at
Clayton, New Mexico, on the
22nd.
Agriculturalist Beaty for members day of July, 1918.
Claimant names a witnesses:
of Union County calf-club- s,
Broder A. Asmussen, Lee West ,T
arrived
Martin
Hare and Itobert M. Dodd. all
Moines safely, and have been of Clayton,
New Mexico.
PAZ VAl.vunnn
delivered to the young farmers. The

V;ÍubHoIstei7íh'e

.

spare it without embarrising yourself and not having to go with- out something that you wanted,
you will give two bits and
THANK GOD that you have
done your duty to the Country.
.,-

-

Ii

BE AN AMERICAN
FIGHT, FARM or FINANCE

at-De- s

Juno

22

July

Regater

20 18.

MONEY TO LOAN
HaaaSBBSW
OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE CO:
BBSBBSSSBS

MMMHM

MAKES LOAN'S ON NEW MEXICO IMPHOVED PHOPEHTV; EtSY
TEltMS; QUICK SERVICE; NO DELAY.
The Inspector will call look over your farm, draw papers, etc.,
and thereby save you time and expense. Write or call on
E. I'. HUDSON, 1NSPECTOII
Clayton, New .Mexico
'
Ofllcc with Clayton Ahstract Co.
::
::
::
Phono 223
or-13-

,

Wejl, the Hun wants to get here with his knife and the "rainy
raining now, raining bombs andfihrapilel uptfk
day is
our boys "over there.'

s

Potato Itiiee.
( III ItCll OF ( IIKIST
DIWI ll SFJtYi: IIY THE LADIES
IV. F. Wills, Minister.
OF TIIE ALXILIAIUES
Bible School, 10 o'clock, A. M.
Procei'ds to the Hed Cross.
Patriotic and timely addresses will
Services 11 o'clock A. M.
occupt the next two hours, starting Christian Endeavor, 7 o'clock P. M.
promptly at one o'clock. The speak.Evening Service, 8 o'clock P. M.
ers announced arc Livingston X.
Taylor, 1). A. Paddock and Joseph
I'IKST M. E. CIILIICII
Gill.
Each speaker will talk from
llev. II. It. Mills, D. 1)., Pastor
fifteen to thirty minutes. C. W. B. Sunday School
10 A.M.
Bryan will tell of the first celebraJoseph Gill, Supt.
tion on this spot and introduce the Morning Service
11 A.M.
Evening Service
8 P.M.
FOLLOWING THE SPEAKING.
Free Movies at each evening service
Come, thou with us and wo will do
Ford Pace.
Pony Pace, live to start.
thee good."
Wrestlinp Match, W. J. Hryan vs.
Clay

MaiMug

.Hit s

The Nation wants to borrow
your money and it is your duty
to save that you may help it.

fit) jr. WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
TO THE LIMIT

R. W. ISAACS

.

?

THE CLAYTON NEWS
M

SUMMER

IS HERE,

WINTER

IS

COMING

COAL WJLL BE SCARCE-TA- KE
THE ADVICE OF
GOVERNMENT AND BUY NOW
liuy Swnslikn Conl It Yon Want the Hesf

G.G.G.

THE

SAMPSON AM) C.EM AIJXILIAIUKS
PLAN PICNIC 10 Jl'LV FOl ItTII

Let the Depth of
tiie Dopth f í&sr

'

0U READ the

lied Cross Auxilliarios at Sampson
and Oem arc planning a Hcd Cros?
pionic as a Fourth of July Celebration.
Tho picnic will be held on
1

Other Fellow's Ad

the Seneca, five, miles north and
lf
four and
miles east of Ml.
Dora, and ono and
lf
miles
west of tho J?elvy hill. There is
plenty of shado and water at Miis
grove, and the cominitteo in charge
has arranged an excellent program
for tho occasion. Sports of all kinds'
it not be well to giva
and speaking by pominent men are
the other fellow a chance
provided for. An
and
interesting sport event will be a
horse-sho- e
tournament.
A baseball gamo is planned, and numerous
foot and other races will lend merriment to tho celebration. Everyoue
is invited to attend tho picnic, the
entire proceeds of which will go to
statuo in such caso modo and provid
the Hcd Cross.
ed hereby gives notice that ho will
Mills Oi(!Hii.iiig ftihlc Class
up to Monday, tho 15th day of July
1018, at three o'clock p. m., receive
The Jtev. 11. II. Mills is organizing
bids
for the purchase of $1,5(10.00 of
i mens' bible class to ineet at the the bonds
of School District Number
Mission Theater every Sunday morn
of Union County, New
ing at ten o'clock for an hours sliuly Fifty-fiv- e
.if the bible.
The class is for men Mexico.
These bonds bear interest at tho
Invitaonly and is
to rale of sw per cent, per annum paytions to the lir.st
meeting,
in New York City
he held Sunday the twenty-thirarc able
at any timo after
redeemable
are
and
in the mails, and because it is im
possible to reach all in this manner, twenty years, payable at thirty years.
All bids must be accompanied by
itev. wins asks mat an me men interested come to this meeting and a certified check for, ten per cent, of
bring a friend, whether they rereivi the amount of the bid. The TreasreCollector
urer and
an invitation or not.
serves the right to reject any and
I'L'ULIC NOTICK.
all bids.
one-ha-

one-ha-

ÉiiWtórt

some

Am- -

tne uencnes are miaña tneir lives tor you;
áre not even asked to risk vbur money -- iór
iém, put you aró expected to
át ÍQiír per cent compound
in

íe Government has ever paid.

Pledge yourself to buy War Savings Stamps on or before

JUNE 28th

To Read Your Ad
in These Columns?

V

en.ii-annua- lly

d,

National War Savings Day
Thé more money you lend the Government the sooner
the war will end and the less American blood will be shed.

Ex-Offi-

$3,000.00 Hond Sale.

The undersigned

National War Savings Committee
His

iDace contributed for the Winning of

are reading this one.
That should convince you
mat BUVCI usiug in Ulcsa
columns is a profitable
proposition; that it will
bring business to your
store. The íáct that the
other fellow advertises is
probably the reason he is
getting more business than
is falling to you. Would
You

Yh

the War

by- -

and
Collector of Union County,
New Mexico, in pursuance of the
statue in such cases made and provided, hereby gives notice that he
will up to Monday, the lóth day of
July, 11)18 at three o'clock p. in., receive bids for the purchase of
fcVXKUH) of the bonds of School Dis- Itrirt Number Sixty-foof Union
County, New Mexico.
These bonds bear interest at the
rate of six per cent, per annum, payly
able
in New York City
and are redeemable at any time afur

The CLAYTON, WEWS r ORG-

-

semi-annual-

ter twenty years, payable at thirty
years.
All bids must be accompanied by
a certified check for ten per cent, of
the amount bid. The Treasurer and
Collector
reserves the
right to reject any and all bitls.N

Áf

L. E. BYRNE,

Treasurer and
Collector of UnionCounty,
New Mexico. Je 22 Ju 13.
Ex-Ofl'i-

.

L. E. BYRNE,
Treasurer anil

Treasurer

PUBLIC NOTICE.
.1,500.00 Bond Sale.

CoU
Union Count,
New Mexico. Je ul
PUBLIC NOTICE.
Ex-Offi-

lector for

22-J-

.C,.')i)(i.(K)Bond

Sale.

The undersigned Treasurer ai
Collector of Union Count. .
New Mexico, in pursuance of tho
statue in such case made and provided, hereby gives notice that he will,
up to" Monday, the 15th. day of July,
UM8, at three o'clock, P. M., receive
bids for the purchase of ?2,500.00 of
the bonds of School District Number.
of Unfbn County, New
Mexico.
Tbe.se bonds bear interest at tho
rate of six per cent per annum, payly
in New York Cityi
able
and are redeemable at any time ofter
twenty years, payable in thirty years.
All bills must be accompanied by
a certified check for ten per cent of
the amount of the bid.
Thirty-fiv- e

semi-annual-

The Treasurer and

Ex-Offl-

llector reserves the right to
any and' all bids.
L. E. Byrne,

The undersigned Treasurer and Ex
Treasurer and
Officio Collector of. Union County,
llector of Union County,
New Mexico, in pursuance of tho Juno uly
13, '18.
Ex-Offi-

Co-

reject
CoM.

22-J-

What Is Your Baby Worth to Y.ou?
That baby of yours he's the very center of the
world to yon. wTben he laughs you laugh, when ho
suffers you aaffer. Ills' furore to you that Is the
most Important problem of life.

Protect the future of that baby of yours pr
tect him from future wars, provide for his edKf
tlon. Join the millions of other American fathers
and mothers. latest for that baby of yours OS
'

-

Hie future the condition! underWhlch he Is to
lire depend upon the outcome of this war. His
future the edujtttloa tbat is to fit him for the
the family
wgrld may depend upon the size
neat tgg" when he grows np.

.

Juna 28th
National War Savings Dar.

Every $4.17 invested now In W. S, S. will pay,
you or the baby f 5.00 In January,
yon can for "that baby of yours,

NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS COMMITTEE
pc ntributmd to tht Winning of tho Wmr kym
STATE BANK of COMMERCE
W. S. S. FOR SAI E HERE

The First National Bank
of Clayton
Strong

Conseroaliee

Clayton, New Mexico
P. S. HAVE YOU DOT

A

THRIFT STAMP ?

Experienced

TIIE CLAYTON NEWS.

ATTENTION HOMESTEADERS
All legal adrertlüiag la tala
per la rea and eorrcctcá
o copy. Rea year aetlee

t

Keep Faith With Your
Boy "Over There"
When your boy was so little that all tho
world was a foreign country to him, he
trusted you to take care of him.
You sent that boy to school and to play
and on your little errands, and with implicit
faith he did yoir bidding.
ffow we have sent your boy or your neighbor's boy out into a
foreign land, into terrors that we cannot even know and his
faith has not faltered. He knows we will do our part, and we
know he will do his.

4re we keeping the faith? Are wo scrimping and saving and

giving to help our boys do the thing that humanity has asked of
them, and to help them come back to us sane and whole ?

on May 13, 1912. made Homestead Entry, Serial No. 0146J3 for SWA, Section
32, Township 28 N., Range 86 E., New
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed

notice of Intention to make Final Five
Year l'roof, to eatablsli claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Receiver, United States Land Office, at Clayton, New Mexico, on
th.
12th. day of July, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Miss Amanda Blgler,
Barton,
Jerry Barton and J. O. James
Sholtx, all of

aa;

af lateados ta make llaal praof.
aad If aa error la foaae however
slight, aoflfr aa at aaee.
rOR

NOTICES

Seneca,

June

PUBLICATION

New Mexco.
PAZ VALVERDE
July S 'IE,

8

REPUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. B. Land
office at Clayton, New Mexico.
March 22, 1918.
Notlca is hereby given that the 8tatt'
of New Mexico has applied to Select
under the provisions of the Acts of
June 1, 1898 and June 20, 1910, and
Acts supplementary
and amendatory
thereto, the following public lands,
Serial No. 025S05.
List No. 8221.
The NEWSWJ4 ,
Section
15,
N.. Ranga 85 E., New
Mexico Principal Meridian.
Protests or contests against any or
all such selections may be filed in this
office during the period of Dubllcation
or at any time thereafter before an.
proval and certification. p
PAZ VAi.vi-pnJune 8 July 6,
Register.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE J"OR PUBLICATION
Depnrtment of the Interior, 'J. 8. Land
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
onice at Clayton, Mew Mexico.
May 16. 1918.
wince
at cieyton, Mew Mexico.
May 23, 1918.
Notice is hereby Riven that Eunice
M. ulkerain, formerly Kunlce M. liugh- mm
" f'uatAB XIauv l(nlnn artan a .a A. Iy la, of
New Mexico, who,
I
December 11, 1813 and March 18, Í915, on FebruaryClapham,
20, 1915,
Homestead
maae tiomeneaa ana Aaumonai Home-stea- d oinry, oenai MO. Ul 90made
th S 4
Entry, Serial Nos. 01(129 and Section 81, Township 234, N.,lorRange
83
019630, for NEÍ4 and NWU Section 20, 5.. nw Mexico i rincipal Meridian,
has
ownemp 2v rt., xtang9 i a. new
filed notice of intention to. make Three
Principal
Meridian,
notice
t roor, ton.....ll..l
. aI
.
estaDiisn
claim to . the
.. .
i
I
n I has died
A
1
mano
iiiiciivivii
iGHr rrooi, lanil 'ihiv
to establish iuclaim toi itrco
the land above and Receiver, United States Land Ofdescribed, before Register and Receiv- fice. ClAVtnn. Nw Xfvln m v. A
er. United States Land Office, at Clav. day of July, 1918.
ton, New Mexico, on the 18th. day of
trames aa
claimant
.I
I
W nitor- II Unvarawrl -witnesses:
juiy, juis.
IIWIII, H. ill.
viwy
t iiV tl
Claimant tiAmea Aa wltnH.RJoseph R. J. Armstrong- - and J. Andrea
nú,
DOtn
Pacheco, both of Cuates, New Mexico, of Clapham, New vucoiirr
Mexico.
Orval M. Moulder,) of Monea, New Mex
ico ana james it. jawrence or urana June 8 July 6, VAliVJiltJJJS
18
Register
view, New Mexico.
PAZ VAL VERDE
NOTICE
FOR
PEBMniTinw
- Register.
June 15 July 13, '18
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
..v-nfc v lojLUII, 11DW AieXlCO.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
May 16, 1918.
-. ,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ntitlfñ. im l.a.aK.1
1L.1
v.
inn i ciieuo
Fuen Mexico,
oince at Clayton, .Mew Mexico.
Salasar, of Moses, New
who.
May 16. 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Robert try, Serial No. 020129. for SE Seotion
V. Coombs, of Patterson, New Mexico, 83, and SW
Section 34, Townshir 29
who, on June E, 1913, made Homestead - - p,
v Ai., lew meneo irincipal
Entry, Serial No. 016029, for NEV4 Sec- Meridian, has
notice of Intention
tion 22, and NW!4 8ectlon 23. Town ' ninrio j m ee filed
rrooi, to establish
i earabove
ship 1!5 N., Range 30 E. New Mexico claim to the land
described, bePrincipal Meridian, has filled notice of fore Register and Receiver,
intention to make Three Year l'roof, States Land Ofiice, at Clayton,United
New
to establish claim to the land above
i un nit; iiin. aay oi July, lvlsh
described, before Register and Receivx laimaiu IIUIHV0 us
witnesses:
er, United States Land Office at Clayton,
.1 ;i o
... i
..
I ' i. .'I. u . i. 1 ...Id..
.xi-..
S.
mexico, on me ism. aay oi July hlel Ml' rtillUT nnH itnui
...... l.SllllUBK,
Innn
nil1
1918.
n.iifiuoiiul
Moses,
New Mexico.
of
Claimant names as witnesses:
I 'A 35 VALVERDE
John B. Willey, William T. Oats, and June 8 July fi. '18
Reitlster
Hiram M. Livingston, all of Patterson
New Mexico, mid John T. Sullivant, ot
non
XOTIIT
irimii
Pirn
Clayton, new iuexico.
Department of.......
PAZ VAL VERDE
the Interior,
. r U. i S. Land
(ifnna at
June 15 July 13, '18
Register.
May 9,
1

I

to-w- lt:

!"

--

i"

1

o.

-

II,

r4

June 28th
National War Savings Day

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
ornee at Clayton, Mew Mexico.
Mav id. 1918.
Notice la hereby given that Harry A
Coombs, of Patterson, New Mexico, who,
on June zu, 1913, made Momesteaa J;n
l
EH- No.I 016473, IUfor w the
try, Serial
.
..
It!
..a...
, 1'
I
NÉK. 11!
IUII
' 1.7 . a in..JU I. I30. . . E.tlon 22, Township 25' N., Range
New Mexico Principal Meridian, haa
Died notice of intention to make Three
Tear l'roof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
ana Receiver, unitea mates utna uince,
at Clayton, New Mexico, on the 19th
day or July, ivis.
Claimant names as witnesses
John B. Willey, William T. Oats, and
H. M. Livingston, all of Patterson, New
Mexico, ana j. 1. suinvant, 01 Clayton,
new Mexico.
l'AZ VAL VERDE
Register.
June 16 July 13, '18

vJ

Saving to help our sons is not to be called by the ugly nafild of
duty or sacrifice. It is love's blessed privilege.

9wm

National War Savings Committee
"ThU pace contributed for the Winning of the War by

.

..- -i

.

T

UII-H-

A

"

x-

Fruth's Farmacy

&

Service Garage

mm

Snv-de-

On June 28th, Your Country Asks You to
Balance Your Patriotic Cash Account

.

Every, penny you withhold, that you are able to lend, extends

aid ana comfort to the enemy.
No legal summons will compel payment. You are called to
payment by thé higher, more chivalric" summons to volunteer
your pledge to purchase this year every dollar's worth of War
Savings Stamps you can.

National War Savings Oommlttse

I

Tils .pact contributed for tbt Winning

--

-

o!

tti

War

by

I

bo
1

4;

Rli.r

J. HkiSt 11
i

'

Department of the Interior,

rr
notice is

U. 8.

Land

"'
nereDy given that Pat
of Amistad, New Mexico, who, on
. " w ,
" .nú
j in, itiig, maae
Homestead

mv

i

-

--

--

and Additional Homestead
os.
E.iiiriB.
and 020621.
.i .
QtfjiiUn 11 U1S318ouri
for M W I.oeriai
11, Township 20 N., Range
v.
oi j
- New
Mexlcn -Prlnfilal
MArMfun
- ... .un, SE.,
uieu
iia Year
notice of Intention to make Three
emaDiisn claim to the land
i"
above described, before Charles P. Tal- 1
. w
' on
nfflPA In P atnn
t..i.. Vi . it
as
claimant names
ju.eiin tv. acoger, witnesses:
Ed...11
. Hhepard,
.1 .... i
ward- liill'Lnr a ...1 AlitAJim
K,
'i Biiutruuui
of Amistad, New Mexico.
rAt 13,VAL.'18 VERDE Register.
Jone15 July
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
I

KT

ISOLATED TRACT
"C" of

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.

February

13,

1918.

..N.otJce.by Aere5 (rlven tnttt.
the Commissioner
the
General Land Office, under of
ions of Sec. 2455, R. 8., pursuantprovisto
the
application of Isabel Lane Baker. Fol-soNew Mexico. Serial No. 020501, we
to the h'shest
fale' than
bidder, but 'at?ubil
not less
1.5S per
acre, at 10 o'clock A.
M., on the líth.
the following tract of land:
SHSWU, sec. 29 SEJ4KEU. Sec. SO,
Township 32 N., Range
33 E., N. M. P
Meridian.
will be declared
when those
present at the hourclosed
named have ceased bidding. The person making
they
highest bid will be required to immed-latlpay to the Receiver the amount
thereof.
.
..
.
A n v nArann.
nlolml- n- nureraeiy
'
above described..""'Id
land are advised tne
to
no niBir cmims, or ODjectlons,
on or
before the time designated for sale.
PA7 VllVt-uiit- i
June 8 July 6, '18
Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior. U. H. Itnd
Mertc'
May VÍ9ÍÍ layt0"'
Notice la herehv irluAn i.B f
i.
la Haganey, Of Seneca, New Méx., whó

nn-r-

""'"

1

T

a

"loi-iumn-

I

,

.

.

'

NOTICE FOR PlBLICATinv
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
May VÍ9H
Nntlec la

'

C-

-

....

x..
jui-lu- s
Mien inui
"'iSeneca,
Laubach, of
New fan
Mexico
who. on Nov. 25, 1914, made Homestead
Lntry, Serial No. 18910, for the Ey.,
Section 11 Township 28 N..
Range
E., New Mexco Principal Meridian,
has
filed notice of intention to make Three
.
. .,
.Year
. Prnnf
" n.i.,i-in- lililí i ix
tne
iu
te deBc'"lhed, before Register
i?
otates
Lana
"jci , unuea
New Mexico, on the
x iixiiiitiiiL names as witi.esses!
.. .
x.
Walla 1.' ifnTiin,,,
M.
"x.- B- fteed-aji A-virauaview,
B- - Hancock,
?l'"w nn0nSldall of Seneca, N. M
June 8 July 6. '18
r
ho-o-

L

11

-

-

1

-

Rea-lste-

(ITirP" "

PUD
x.x

a
vn
mini
x
X nx.nw
11
m

X

Department of the Interior. U. 8..X Land
vvv Mexico.
v.
May
9. 1918. lo"i
. a . .. . K
l
Nnlra
la
Ka.aK
i
n mai
a
n.r.r .
u.
w Mex Aivan
co. who,
pnr..I:2Víml.eí 57' "íí- - maa Homestead!
"25 N.,
""
vmsia, tor 1 E?, Sec.
19. Township
Range 3
Mexco Principal Meridian, has New
filed
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
a
a
a.
"
111. IV O 1 nrf O 1 CRT
Proof, "to establish iuclaim
to
the
land
above described, before Register and
' " l" llln- - aay
of July. 1918.
claimant names as witnesses:

Patterson;
June

F

Mexico.""1-

New

-

VALVERDE
'18

6,

July

aU 01

Register

Uñíx ... iJi.il. .1. II
u. 8. Land
X"flrotr,1t.f tIle ri
IUrlor'MexlcoMay r wiiV
ÍOA
Not
haroVv
- ..

Wn-Pl- fn

--

ILi
--

.

ICIO)

i....

iieieij
mat osear
cluster, of
1.
New
Orinv.ne.
. . Mexico.
OA
.
A. ..II v
.ilif niitie. non
e stead
Kntry, Serial No. H99I5. for EltSE'i
9
Section
SWÍ4 WHSJ34 Section 10,
TownBhlp 28 N. Range 33 K, . New
Mex
. .
I rt Tll.lnnh.nl
II.. ul .1 . nai niea
notice
of Intention to make Three
Year
l'roof
to establish claim to tho land above
described, before ReglBter
Receiver, United States Land Officen.nd
at Clayton
Me3Kco' on tne lcth- - dtty
July.
1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
ormauaker. Mexnnd
h. J. Renfro, all "lnK
of Grenville.
New
1 iitmcorii,
oi
.
V,"',
New Mexico.
A. VATVPDTM1
June 8 July 6, 'It,
Register

FOR

E'i-Nwh-

June 28th has been set as National War Savings Day. Your
country expects you on that day to pledge every penny you can,
up to $1,000, toward the purchase of War Savings Stamps.
The price of American citizenship is no longer cheap. A new
hour nas struck. The crash of wai has ground all semblance
of cheapness out of being an American.
We must pay tho
price now.

i!

Pl'ni.irtTinv
Department of the Interior,
U. S.
.xnce at Clayton, Mew Mexico. Land
May 16, 1918.
Notice is hereby given
Charles
G. Punke, of Thomas, New that
Mexico,
on April 12, 1916, made Homestead who.
Entry, Serial No. 0198U0, for NEVk!
NEWSWW: NWÍ4SE14, Section
31, Township 24 N., Range 34 E., New
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Three Year
to estaDiisn claim to the land
above described, before
d nh
Receiver, United States Land! Office, at
üw
mico, on ine mm. aay
1 i i
Claimant names as witnesses:
C. C. Morgan. J. M. Carev R
enson and J. A. Stephenson, Ri.rh
all of
a iiiMiitts, rtnsvr Mexico.
PAZ VAL VERDE
June 15 July 13, '18
Register.
NOTICE

Will you greet the Fourth of July with a happy consciousness
of a good deed well done?

4

NOTICK FOR PlIIII.ir'ATinv
Department of the Interior, V. 3. Land
at Clayton, Mew Mexico.
iince
May
16. 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that Mary M.
Buck, of Clayton, New Mexico, who, on
nmrcn 10, 1910, maae Homestead Entrv,
Townahlp 24 N., Range 35 E.. New Mex- ico Principal Meridian, has filed notice
oi intention
make Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before "Register and Receiver
i mien staieB Lanu urn 26 at Clayton,
New Mexico, on the 17tli. day
of July,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Soloman W. Ham, of Beenham, New
Mexico. Arthur E.
William B
Ham and Albert Casida, all of Claytonj
v
Ail
Ui
VMt
t
PAZ VAL VERDE
June 15 July 13, '18
Register

1918.

a

-

!

P. MUM,

Am-

.-

a.

f Mose- -. New Mexico

ViW

'who

Homestead'Entrv
sSrfaTN
EV4
if.
xuwuanip su ri.. Kange 26 E..Section
New Max.
to establish claim to the land
described before Register
Rec?
lever. United States Land ad

oiRV:

th-

N.ei1.Mexlco'

"tSíí

-

witnesses:
MMmaD
'ter Perkins. Geo.
ííi L?a
Ne'w
Moe;
MlcomUel Naranj' aU
PA7 IT T Itnr. .
June -Ju.v
6. '18
NOTICE FOR rrmirnrin.
Wltíla BjLi'i Jd,',loa Dlatrlct
( onaly, Co.r.
l
N. m!
Porfirio Rivera. Plaintiff.
N""ld M. de Rivera. Defendant D,VrC6
íí.ia v?l.narnedBU,Udefendant
íuld
na'' been fllSS In
h'i'L
y íhe PlantllT.
c.Srt
Porfirio Ri- xxi
wnerein ne asks for a rtairn. nf
n' enters or causes
lo hi ni.H í
lnm
utn'
yar.d
n,a,meB

A

8-

.
'
níílib.'.r!,nde.red

X&JL

n
S.

uy

aeiauit
"ln- -t

ew Mexico, June

1918

June

.
June

her.

there- -

29 '18.

J''an J- Duran,
iJ,"trlc' ourt
-

J
Va
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REGISTERED FOR U.S.
SERVICE JUNE FIFT

Si? iigs

0

We havo on display the wonderful

Refrig-

ICE-LE-

erator which will do the same work as the
ice refrigerator and not use one particle of ice :: There
old-sty- le

SAVE ICE

HUNDRED HEN

Ono hundred men, reaching the Mex.
ago of twenty-on- e
years since June 50 Dotlis D. Monroe, Clayton, New
fifth a year ago, registered for the Mex.
selective draf etrvice in Union Jesse A. Graham, Brownwood, Tex.
County the flth of this month.
52 John B. Callahan, Clayton, New
Mex.
regitering
are
The names of those
sgiven in this list. It is the duty 53 Joaquin Morales, Clayton, Now.
of every citizen knowing a man to Mex.
have reached draft age who is not 54 Leonard Bert Eads, Clayton, New
given hero as registered, to report Mex.
that man to the local draft board. 55 William Cletus Kitta, Clayton,
The democracy of the draft law New Mex.
is based on the willingness of all 50 John Ziegler, Clayton, New Mex.
to do their share as the government 57 Joseph G. Jackson, Ramsey, III.
sees fit, and the failure of one man 58 Oliver E. Church, Clayton, New
h register, even tho he knows him
self ineligahle for service works a
hardship on every other registered

are several in use in Clayton and all have given the
utmost of satisfaction.

Mex.
59 Wesley E. Baley, Lcddy, Texas.
0 John Riley Motley, Clayton, New
Mex.
01 Talmage O. McCulloh. McQueen,

man.

Waldemar Wallace, Bryantine.

I

SAVE COAL

By using electric i rones, toasters, percolators and
other económico! electrical appliances :: We have a
nice line of these appliances ready for your inspection.
We also have a complete line of the famous New Perfection oil stoves and ranges.

New Mex.

0
n

'

Ukla.

2 Ernest G. Hemphill. Hayden. New 02 Ioll Miller, Goodlel, Texas.
03 Edgar Arbuckle, Mosquero, New
Mex.
3 Marvin BrowJt, !es Moines. New Mex.
Mpx.
Ci Earl Lawrence Wetzel, Clayton,

New Mex.
55 Lloyd Oliver Spriggs,
Clayton,
5 Ottie H. B. Luellen, Gladstone, New Mex.
00 John Ira Kirhy, Clayton, New
New Mex.
6 Austin McGray Harris, Sedan, Mex.
07 Alton Baker, Seneca, New Mex.
Now Mex.
8 Ed. Francis Hagan, Mt. Dora New
7 Fred Vcncent Shilling,
Sedan,
Mex.
New Mex.
09 Jesa B. Maloue, Rosebud, New
8 Iavil Fletcher Owens, Kephart,
Mex.
New Mex.
.
0 William Jennings B. Saches, Glad
70 James Ansel Moss, Des Moines,
stone, New Mex.
New Mex.
10 Homer
StelTens, 71 Pete Villibos, Texline Texas.
Stephent
Thomas, New Mex.
72 John Lewell Stites, Amistad, New
John Witton, Seneca, New Mex.
Mex.
12
Ricardo Ornelas, Albert, New 73 Bert A. Sypher, Amistad, New.

James Davis

4

Ashley.

Clayton,

New. Mex.

SAVE MONEY

0

up-to-d- ate

Stamps.

R.

El

0

Hy buying your needs in the above lines, or anything
in The Hardware or Implement line, from our large stock
dependable merchandise.
of
Hy taking your change in War Savings and Thrift

CLAYTON.

W.ISAACS
P. &

0. HEADQUARTERS

i

NEW MEXICO

Mex.

Jose Severiano Gonzales, Roy,

13

n

riycgíta-.ai.

TTnrr?rT3g.t-?R,y3r:r:S)j-- i

uOTcsan

--

New Mex.
It George W. Click, Clapham, New
Mex.

Ianiel E. Gonzales, Boy,

15

Mex.

ii

75

Eduardo Martinez, Albert, New

Brandle, A:r.i.tad.

George

Mex.
New 70 John
New Mex.

Mex.
17

Mex.
74 Albert
Mex.

Starks,

Baptist

Samuel F. Gray, Clayton, New

New Mex.
21

78
79
80

82

Presentación Velasquez,

DeHav-

titis
tut ef

22 iMroleo Maez,
Mex.
23 Harry William
New Mex.

la Afttaiud

Organization

Bueycros, New

.F.

Rosebud,

Bauer, Haydeu, New

83 James R. Dalles,
Mex.

Hayden,

New

8i Win, F. Hammer, Hayden, New
Sofia

Clason,

Mex.
85 Eutique

Fuentes, Oallegos, New
William Martin, Patterson, New Met!
Mex.
80 Thomas Gallegos, Gallegos, New
23 Jose Francisco Velarde, Albert, Mex.
New Mex.
87 Charles Lynch, Gallegos, New
23. Leo William Elkin, Clayon, New Mex.
;
Mex.
88 Elmer E. Bruhn, Logan, New
27 Floyd Edwin Reoder, Tate, New Mex.
Mex.
89 Eleston Marvin Stevens, Gren28 John R. Roberts, Grenvillo, New ville, New Mex.
Mex.
90 Sam Henry Renfro, Grenville,
29 Walter L. Terry, Grenville, New New Mex.
Mex.
91 John Ed. Simpson, Guy, New Mex.
30 Rubin C. Jones, Grenville, New 92 Antonia Salas, Guy, New Mex,
t
Mex.
93 Bryant Geo Armstrong, Rose3.1 Charley Uron,
bud. New Mer.
- i
32 Juan E. Garcia, Emery Gap? New 61 Clifford-Cllnard, tfosaOefE

Every expenditure that will
result' in better tires or service has been cheerfully
made;; but every expense
that would not stand
this test is scrupulously
avoided.

The answer lies in the
Michelin watchword:
Economical Efficiency.

Walter

Moyer,

21

MICHELIN users have studied means of produc
ing and selling tires more,
hovt. it, can be possible to efficiently.
'

sell Michelins at such low:
prices in yiew of the
passed quality which is
built into these tires.

Guy,

Hobert Young, Guy, New Mex.
Fermin Garcia, Guy New Mex.
Stephen Harvey Shaw, Dedman,

- Mex.

en, New Mex.
This stritl at
ht
I takt Iht uncertainty

Clayton.

Herbert Andrew Young,

77

18 Ralph Oshurn Bullard, Thomas,
New Mex.
New Mex.
19 Jose E. Peralto, Sofia New Mex
81 Benjimin H.
20 Chester C. Crist, Pennington, New Mex.
-PS

Tixier,

New

New Mex.

Mex.

i::

Clayton,

New

M.

Ever since Michelin irP Economical Efficiency has
vented the pneumatic auto- enabled Michelin to supply
mobile tire-2years ago, the motórlrtz World ,,Vith
Michelin engineers and "better tire
lot t
efficiency experts J hve money f

Mex.

New Mex.

33Enemencia Garcia,

"

3

i

Moses,

New

95

William

Mex.
31 WiHie Raymond Fox, Stead, New
Mex.
35 Paul Houston, Des Moines, New
Mex.
30 Max Padilla, Emery Gap, New
Mex.
37 Juan N. Martinez,
Truichera,

New Mex."

Mex.
30 Denis
Mex.

Mex.

Jones,

Tucumcarrl,
...
Tucunicarri New
-

.'

90 John Turner,
Mex.
97 Sebastain Sales, Mosquero, New
Mex.
08 Henry Clifford Thomas, Saíavo,

New Mex.
99 Lewis Frank Sumpter, FIson
Colo.
New Mex.
38 Samuel B. Moore, Folsom, New 100 Alfonzo Marlinez, Stead New

QCOnOMlCAL
SPFICIERJCV1
Ví9 MlCírCtlIÍ WAicUwertt
M."l..,i.uJ"wt.ii'l
..)
lc)3
"L.J

1

'

'

JAi'J

11

...L

w

New

Computing Tlm In Qrntnd.
Up ia Greenland, where th nlghtf
New Mex.
are six monthi long, the time-tall- a
41 Benjimán J. Melton, Clayton, New makes no difference on the core
it
Mex.
ÍeyIlEht enylng. "What time do ytfo
asked the traYelinf
42 Clarence J. Montgomery, Clayton,
man at the Greenland hotel. "Froa
New Mex.
half past March to qunrter of May,"
43 Frank Hanson, Henrietta, Texas.
answered the urbane clerk.
4 i Raymond
V. Means, Sedan, New
"
J
Mex.
45 Dennis Flynn Foust, Sedan, New Notice to
Customers
10

'

Flynn Dunn, Tate,

Joseph Albert Adams,

Clayton,

r

--

Out-of-T-

Mex.

PIONEER AUT0JC0., Clayton, New Mexico.

on

Please remember that the
M Frank Marion Ch'elf, Mt. Dora,
store will be closed every
New Mex.
Thursday afternoon, during the re
47 William A. Mitchell, Gladstone, maining summer months.
For the
New Mex.
benefit of our employees the store
48 Robert E. Allen, Clayton, New will close at ono o'clock Thursdays,
Mex.
and remain closed the rest of the day
49

Otto-Johns-

Juan E. Montona, Logan, New

OTTO-JÜHXSO-

N

on

.MERCANTILE CO.
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If you Knew There Was to Be a Terrible Hail Storm Right In
your Very Section What would jyou Do?-- - what Could you Do?
You can't cover your crops, neither
can you shield them from the "cobble stones of the sky."

HARTFORD-

So-E- ven

TUT

mm

if you knew there was to ,be a
hailstorm- -a ruinous, raging storm-o- ne

that was bound to destroy your
couldn't
entire source of income-y- ou
do a thing to prevent it. No power
on earth could save your property,
and you know it.

Í

I

P

.

m,

1

REMEMBER

ss

per year.
Now that you know how to protect
yourself against
what are
you going to do? Are you going to
keep pu'ting it off? Are you going
to wait and wait for the BIG storm
that will completely ruin your crop ?
Are you going to undergo the suffering and worry that comes ,with-suca big catastrophe?

Foresight is the mother of wisdom.
Don't delay. Insure your crops
now and be safe.

Of course not.
You may argue that the storm MAY
not come. Quite true; it may not
for a day, or a week, or two weeks.
But when it DOES, then what?

Fop Full Particulars,

hail-storm-

'terms, Etc., See The

UNIONCO.AGENCY
l.

Hartford Hail Insurance"

Save yourself all this. Insure your
crops.- Protect your business. .Protect your family.

BUSINESS, FOIt YOIH PKOTKCTION

CLAYTON,

'

s,

h

M'FADDEN & RIXEY

There's only one safe answer:

-

NEW MEXICO
i

of value in the way of information
are asked to forward the same to
the State Council of Defenco
Clayton people will have an opIt is a chance for those
portunity to witness one of the fast- who have traveled in that section
est hall (ames over staged in this and recorded their travels in the
part of the country Sunday after- popular way to help the Sammies
'
noon at the Fair Grounds when the on their way.
Odd Follows and .Masons cross bats
Mt. Dora Man in France
to decide the fraternal championship
of the. state.
Word" has been received in Mt.
It is reliably learned that this exhibition of diamond prowess is more Dora, it is reported, to the effect
than just friendly rivalry between that Win. H. Scarlott, a member of
the two organizations.
It is whis- the first Union County contingent to
pered in base-ba- ll
circles that the go to the training camps, has arrivgame is to be played in order to ed safely at a "port in France."
give the scouts of the major league
Red Cross Ships Supplies
teams, which are running short of
to
owing
so
many
of their
njeu
Another, shipment of lied Cross
htrrs being drafted into army ser- supplies
was sent to headquarters
vice, a chance to see the local
by the local Chapdepot
Wednesday
of the diamond stage a comeshipment comter
Red Cross.
The
back, and possibly recruit the ranks
1600 8xi compresses, 400 9x9
prised
if the White Sox, Giants and Phillies compresses, 3,000 2x2 sponges, 50
from the membership roll of the paper
back irrigation pads, 30 okum
two fraternal organizations.
pads and 6 pneumonia jackets.
A small admission will be charged,
but the entire proceeds of the game, R. C Dance at Pebble-DasSchool
except the skinned knees and sore
muscels of the day after, will be A dance for the benefit of the Red
given to the Hod Cross.
Cross will be given at the Pebble-Das- h
School Friday night, Juno 28.
CALL OF DEFENSE COUNCIL
Everyone
is invited to attend and a
MAY BE FOHERL'NNER
OF
good
is assured all.
time
GREAT OFFENSIVE BY U. S.
Bergen Unloads Car Ilolstcius
Acting thru the orders erf the National Council for Defense, the State
The Swastika of last week reports
Council for Defense has sent a call in its Mt. Dora items, that Ed Berbroadcast for pictures, drawings or gen unloaded a car of registered
descriptions of any sort of the vil- Holstein milch cows at Mt. Dora
lages, bridges, natural character and recently.
The dairy, stock was purany other information of the ground chased during a recent trip to Kannow occupied by the Germans on sas.' The report further states that
the Western front, and of German Bergen is going to put up a silo, and
territory contigious to the front.
take the lead in the road to success
Outsido the fact that this infor- on a plains farm.
ma ion is for the use of the military
Mrs. Val Verde In Trinidad
forces no details of the use to which
this information will be put are
Mrs. Pai Val Vcrdo is spending the
given. It is freely predicted, however, by local stratcgians, that the week in Trinidad, receiving medical
information to be gained from such treatment. ,
sources is that that will be needed
Regular 8qpalt.
when the Sammies are ordered to
"My wife's felines and Fldoes pracgo on over to Berlin.
rule our bouse." " case of
Everyone having in their posses- tically
reigning cats and docs, as It were."
post
photographs,
o
cards,
ion fcueh
Boston Transcript
letters which may contain anything
M

Let the "Hartford" assume all the
risk. It can afford it. You cannot. (i
The Hartford has millions of dollars
of . assets. You haven't. The "Hartford" will cheerfully guarantee you
against all loss by hail-storand do
it for a comparatively small "amount

INSURANG it

Consequently, what's to be done?
I
.
T
'
Vou can. .i añora
10 run your uusi-nei
on a
basis, can you? You don't
wan't to feel that the harvest of
months of hard work may be swept
away in a few minutes, do you?

I. O. O. F.-SUNDAY

If yoii cannot prevent haiUtorms,
you can protectt yourself againsl loss
caused by them. And the best protection you can possibly secure is an
insurance policy in the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company.

ASO.MC BALL GAME
M. AT FAIll GKOL'NS

I.

x,VA)h

PASTED KAISE
WITH

X

war-hors- es
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National War Savings Day

.

;

..

you nave already
done yirr duty.
home after their first batthstEey go aftar the
there" don't
.
jtecfi on pasting me. naiser.
Your government has officially set Friday, June 28th aa

Biftun.

On

tfday .every

American is asked td

"alg.ta

rfedge-t- o

lave

imM rf "ÉÍTar flavin era .O ama each month; Eft'V veal AmvicjQ.
patriotism W agreeing to regularly paste thé Kai$r

In a definite

M px&t til

W. S. 5. cost $4.17 in Jan
Worth $5.00 on Jan. , 1923
to "sign the pledge" on June 28.
te rdr
ii Kaiaer With War Savings éfamps.

1

National Wtur Saving Comm!iri
ThU Soaco Patriotically Contríhtctsá

hy

DYCHE BAREER SHOP

.
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SUMMER
COAL WILL
.

IS HERE.

WINTER

IS

MMIM

BE SCARCE-TA- KE
THE ADVICE OF
GOVERNMENT AND BUY NOW

G.G.G.

THE

.

i

Buy Swastika Coal If You Want Hie liest
kakhi.
BLUE WILL WRITE TO UNION
Just before leaving Blue
COUNTY FRIENDS THRU NEWS informed us that ho could not afford to write to all his Union County
Frank O. Blui, one of the leading friends, having neither the postage
stamps nor the time to do so, and
young attorneys of Clayton, and
good fellow, was among the have any time left for Uncle Sam.
Clayton men who left Friday night So ho suggested that his friends all
for Vancouver Barracks, Washington become subscribers to the- News so
where ho will change his old civil- he can reach them all with one letian clothes for a brand now suit of ter. Don't miss the first instalment
nd

-

of "Blue's Diary," or "From

I

far to

Barracks" which will appear
in the News. We look forward with some expectancy to theso
letters because if they contain ALL
the messages Frank senda back to
Clayton the flsrt instalment will be
more than worth the prico of the
Ncw9 for several years.

r

judge leib will
again be a candidate.

iiiiiiiiiiii(iiniiiiiinciiiiiiiiiiiic!iiiiiiMiiiCiiiiiiiiiiiiQiiiiiiinniCii

'Rund About the

District Judge, Thos. D. Lcib, drOYO
over to Clayton from Raton in his
iiiitiHuiHH(HimimiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiHitCiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiH!it
new Overland Coupo on last Tuesday, and all day Wednesday ho was
engaged in tho hearing of various
Bl'HNETT.
Court matters which had accumulat
Rev. Tohibefcld, of Otto neighbor ed sinco tho March term, and which
hood preached for us on Sunday and tho Clayton lawyers were dcirous
will be here again on the third Sun- of having settled.
day in July, and will hold services at Judgo Lcib looked exceedingly
eleven o'clock a. nr.
well and to bo in good spirits, not
The Red Cross Society met at the withstanding the fact that ho has
school houso Thursday afternoon,
been almost continuously engaged in,
and transacted business and work Court since the first of March when
pertaining to the Order.
Court convened in Clayton.
At tli is time Monday, the 17th. it
For some time- past there has been
is very warm wnni mowing.
ine a growing demand over the Eighth
.soil is drying out fust.
It is hard Judicial District, not merely among
work for the fanners to keen their the Democratic leaders, but also
planters moving.
among the rank and file of the citiMr. and Mrs. Ayler ami daughters zens, that Judge Lcib be retained
and l ather Markin were entertained upon the bench for a second term.
at the hospitable home of Mr. and This attitude and feeling of tho people of (Juay, Taos, Colfax and Union
Mrs. Levi Horn.
Mr. and Mrs. I' red Dotson gave a Counties is unquestionably duo to
cake and ice cream oeial in favor ofs the fact htat they have utter
in Judge Lcib's ability, inMr. Diennie Dcniugham and Mrs. C,
Ostou whose birthday were so close tegrity and impartiality as a judicial
together. All attending report having officer, and to the further fact that
they desire to show their gratitude,
a good time.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hanson are re for and approval of Judge I.eih's
juicing over their llrst son born in record which is one of duty fully
Mrs. Hanson and son performed and laws justly and
the familv.
enforced. This prevalent
doing
line.
are
Father is improv equitably
feeling of assurance that justice-fir- st
ing, he is exerciMiig out of doors,
is the watch-wor- d
of our Disrunning his new tractor.
Judge is what has made it postrict
.J. I". Chaffin and wit':.1 and J. A.
sible for the court to exert tho wonArnltart and wife of Thomas, and derful iuilucnce it has hail upon
Rev. Ilyso, of Dalhart, Texas, dined
lawlessness in tho Eighth Judicial
at Kdward Urovvns, Sunday.
District.
Being fully aware of the ituation
PLAINVIEW.
and knowing that the time will mv"
arrive for nominating a man for Di:
The weather sure is warm and trict Judue for the ensuing term, br
dry.
ginning January 1st, liH), a laif
Some of the farmers are planting number of Democrats of Unit
County requested and obtained'!
their crops over.
The lance given for the Red Cross interview with Judge Leib just beat l'lainview netted the sum of $10.00 fore his departure Thursday. This
interview consisted of a freo discus
Only a small crowd in attendance.
sion of the political ituation in tho
Mr. and Mrs. Cuy Slack, Mrs. Dr. district, and
resulted in an expresout
were
Huckberry
Mrs.
Holt and
sion by Judge Lcib of his willingat Hill lturrows Sunday evening.
ness to again serve tho people as
Mrs. Art Romie's cousin was here
District Judgo provided that is tho
on visit, he was enjoying a furlo for wish of
All present
the people.
a few- days.
were frank in assuring the Judgo
There is going to be an ice cream that he is again Union County's
supper at l'lainview the 28lh of this choice,
and with an evident feeling:
month. It is for the benefit of the of strong and warm appreciation,
cordially
is
Everyone
Cross.
Red
I have
Judgo Leib replied:
There will every effort possible, during mado
invited to be preent.
tho
alo be patriotic speaking by good
time I have served upon tho bench,
speakers.
to discharge the duties developing
The Auxilliary continues doing a upon me conscientiously and
in ao- -"
The cordance with law, regardless
lot of sewing and knitting.
of
members have finished 18 pajamas, what tho consequences might bo to
20 pair of bed box, 7 sweaters and
me personally; and if the people?
22 pairs of sock.
feel that I have honestly trjed to do
Grass is sure fine, and cattle get- this, and if they feel
that they would'
ting fat.
to have me serve them for an
like
Everyone eeems to be busy and it other term, I am ready
and willing
is evident that everyone is doing to
servo them."
their best to help win tho war in No one can gainsay the propriety
this community.
of this spirit on the part of a
Bob Lane was in this part of the
duty it is to administer the
world Wednesday evening.
public laws, and just so long as wer
Miss Georgie Stone made a trip trust
our legal and equitable right
to Dalhart last Friday evening.
to that kind of a-- man, as opposed to
"BILLIE" tho man who will serve
j
us whether
or no and who will force himself inPASAMONTE LAST TO UEPOBT
BUT NOT LEAST IN R. C GIFT to office by rule or ruin methods or
otherwise just so ho gets to tho pie
Tho last district In tho county to counter, wo shall bo safe and our
report the result of tho Second Red District be adecent placa to livo
Cross drive, but by no means the in.
least in size of contribution to the V. S. S. SALES MUST BE
cause of humanity is the Pasamonte INCREASED
NINETY PER. CENT
School District.
The report of the
District received this weed shows War Savings
and Thrift Stamp
that the heart of America beats in sales in Union County,
according to
the breasts of the Pasamonte folk
report of Stale Headquarters,
as strongly as in tho breasts of any the
to $3,902.71.
people any where. Paamonte's gift amounted
Union County, eleventh in poputo humanity was $123.15.
lation in tho slate, was ninth in the
list of savings stamps sales.
Better Than a Flh Story.
Thla narrative comes from Nairobi, That is an enviable record.
But some idea of tho magnitud
in British Eust Africa. A hunter r.iet
a most magnificent lion almost face to of tho present drivo to increase. U.
face. With a terrible roar the beast salo of tho baby bonds may bo hat
sprang at the man but missed his when it is learned that tho sales foj
aim by Jumping two feet too high. May totaled Just
tho toti
Disappointed. It dashed away Into the necessary
each
month
now t
from
woods. The next day a party, set out
to track the beast down. At length tho closo of tho year in order foi
they came upon it In an open apace In Union County to go over tho top
the Jungle. The beast waa practicing with her W. S. S. quota of two hundred and twenty eight thousand and
tv Jumps.
sixty dollars.

County

-

Patriotism
Don't talk patriotism show it!

Prove your
patriotism by "signing the pledge" to save and
invest your savings in War Savings Stamps.

June 28th
National War Savings Day
Your Government has officially set Friday, June 28th, as
National War Savings Day. Every loyal American will be
summoned to show his patriotism by pledging himself to invest a definite amount in War Savings Stamps.

W. S. S. cost $4.17 in June and will be

worth $5.00 each January 1, 1923.
Pledge yourself to save and buy War
Savings Stamps regularly every month.

National War Savings Committee
IhU iDac contributed for the Winning of tho War by

ERADT
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Jjon t tüdo away tho baby
them to work, InVés
vingssi
and wátch thó inV&lment
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Baby Bonds are tho best investment for tho baby.
et your children' learn what it inean? to hsyt m
opt at interest. Teach them patrio
feel that they, too, can do something fof
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THE CLAYTON NEWS
smnH cloth bag in which are ninety
cardboard squares, each with a number printed thereon, from one to nine
ty. He raps on the table and cries
out: "Eyes down, my lucky lads."
All noise ceases and every one is at
tention.
The croupier places bis hand in
bag and draws forth a numbered
square and immediately calls out the
number. The man who owns the card
with that particular number on
covers the square with a match. The
one who covers tho fifteen numbers on
his card first shouts "House." The
other backer immediately comes over
to him and verifies the card by calling
out the numbers thereon to the man
with the bag. As each number is
called he picks it out of the ones
picked from the bag and says, "Right"
If the count is right he shouts, "House
correct pny the lucky gentleman, and
sell him a card for the next school."
The "lucky gentleman" generally buys
one unless he has a miser trace la
his veins.
Then another collection is made, a
school formed, and they carry on with
the game.
The caller-ou- t
has many nicknames
for the numbers such as "Kelly's Eye"
for one, "Leg's Eleven" for eleven,
"Cllckety-click- "
or "Top
for sixty-six- ,
of the house" meaning ninety.
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EMPEY WRITES AND STAGES

c
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by Arlaar O my Kaipay

THE LINES

A PLAY BEHIND

Synopsis. Fired by the sinking of the Lusltanla, with the loss of
American Uvea, Arthur Guy Empey, an American living In Jersey City,
goes to England and enlists as a private In the British army. 'After a
short experience as a recruiting officer in London, he Is sent to train-In- g
quarters In France, where he first hears the sound of big guns and
makes the acquaintance of "cooties," After a brief period of training
Empey's company Is sent Into the front-lin- e
trenches, where he takes
his first turn on the fire step while the bullets whiz overhead. Empey
learns, as comrade falls, that death lurks always in the trenches.
Chaplain distinguishes himself by rescuing wounded men under "hot
fire. With pick and shovel Empey has experience as a trench digger
In No Man's Land. After exciting experiences on listening post detail
and observation post duty, Empey is picked for patrol duty in No
Man's Land and has narrow escape from death.
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Dr. J. C. KISNER
GENERAL PRACTICE.
Offlea Next ta Telephone
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Specialist oa Rectum, Ear,
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Willie they are talking, an old Jew
named Ikey Cohensteln comes along,
and Abe engages him for cashier. After
engaging Ikey tbey meet an old
Bouthern negro called Sambo, and
opon the suggestion of Ikey he Is en
gaged as porter. Then the three of
them, arm In arm, leave to take pos
session of tliis wonderful palace which
Abe has just paid $G,000 for. (Curtain.)
In the second act the curtain rises
on the Interior of the Diamond Palace
saloon, and the audience gets Its first
shock. The saloon looks like a pigpen, two tramps lying drunk on the
floor, and the bartender In a dirty
shirt with his sleeves rolled up, asleep
with his head on the bar.
Enter Abe, Sambo and Ikey, and the
fun commences.
One of the characters In the second
act was named Broadway Kate, and I
had an awful Job to break In one of
the Tommies to act and talk like a
woman.
Another character was Alkali Die, an
Arizona cowboy, who Just before the
close of the play comes Into the saloon
and wrecks It with his revolver.
We had eleven three-hou- r
rehearsals
before I thought it advisable to present the sketch to the public
The whole brigade was crazy to
witness the first performance.
This
performance was scheduled for Friday
night and everyone was full of anticipation; when bangl orders came
through that the brigade would move at
Cursing and
two that afternoon.
blinding was the order of things upon
the receipt of this order, but we
moved.

Thot night we reached the little
lage of S
and again went Into rest
billets. We were to be there two
weeks. Our company Immediately got
busy and scoured the village for a
suitable place In which to present our
production. Then we received another
shock.
A rival company was already established In the village. They called
themselves "The Bow Bells," and
put on a sketch entitled, "Blighty
What Hopes?" They were the divisional concert party.
We hoped they -- all would be soon
In Blighty to give us a chance.
This company charged an admission
of a franc per head, and that night
our company went en masse to see
their performance. It really was good,
I had a sinking sensation when I
thought of running my Bketch in op
position to It
In one of their scenes they had a
vil-

soubrette'cafted
that took this part was clever. and
Flos9!.-"Thersoldl-

er

made a
and chic girl.
We Immediately fell In love with her
until two days after, while we were
on a march, we passed Flossie with
"her" sleeves rolled up and the sweat
pouring from "her" face unloading
shells from a motor lorry.
As our section passed her I yelled
out: "Uello, Flossie; Blighty What
Hopes?" Her reply made our love die
out Instantly.
"Ah, go to h 1 1"
This brought quite a laugh from the
marching column directed at me, and I
instantly mnde up my mind that our
sketch should Immediately run In opposition to "Blighty What Hopes?"
When we returned to our billet from
the march, Curley Wallace, my theatrical partner, came running over to
me and said he had found a swanky
place In which to produce our show.
After taking off my equipment, and
followed by the rest of the section, I
went over to the building be had picked
out It was a monstrous barn with a
platform at one end which would make
an Meal stage. The section got right
on the Job, and before night had that
place rigged out in apple-pi- e
order.
The next day was Sunday and after
church parade we put all our time on
a dress rehearsal, and it went fine.
I made four or five large signs an
nouncing that our company would open
up that evening at the King George the
Fifth theater, on the corner of Ammo
street and Sandbag terrace. General
franc. First
admission was one-haten rows In orchestra one franc, and
boxes two francs. By this time our
printed programs had returned from
London, and I further announced that
on the night of the first performance
a program would be given free of
charge to men holding tickets costing a
franc or over.
We had an orchestra of seven men
and seven different Instruments. This
orchestra was excellent while they
were not playing.
The performance was scheduled to
start at 6 p. m.
At 6:15 there was a mob In front of
our one entrance and It looked like a
big night We had two boxes each accommodating four people, and these
we immediately Bold out. Then a
brilliant idea came to Ikey Cohensteln.
Why not use the rafters overhead, call
them boxes, and charge two francs for
a seat on them? The only difficulty
was how were the men to reach these
boxes, but to Ikey this was a mere de
tail.
He got long ropes and tied one end
around each rafter and then tied a lot
of knots in the ropes. These ropes
would take the place of stairways.
that the rafters
We figured
would seat about forty men and sold
lf
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that number of tickets accordingly.
When the tlcketholders for the boxes
got a glimpse of the rafters and were
Informed that they had to use the rope
stairway, there was a howl of indigna
tion, but we had their money and told
them that if they did not like It they
could write to the management later
and their money would be refunded;

but under these conditions they would
not be allowed to witness the performance that night
After a little grousing they accepted
the situation with the promise that If
the show was rotten they certainly
would let us know about It during the
performance.
Everything went lovely and it was a
bowling success, until Alkali Bee ap
peared on the scene with his revolver
loaded with blank cartridges. Behind
the bar on a shelf was a long lice of
bottles. Alkali Ike was supposed to
start on the left of this Une and break
six of the bottles by firing at them with
his revolver. Behind these bottles a
piece of painted canvas was supposed
to represent the back of the bar, at
each shot from Alkali's pistol a man
behind the scenes would hit one of the
bottles with his entrenching
tool
handle and smash it to give the Impression that Alkali was a good shot.
Alkali Ike started in and aimed at
the right of the line of bottles Instead
of the left end the poor boob behind
the scenes started breaking the bottles
on the left end then the boxholders
turned loose; but outside of this little
fiasco the performance was a huge suc
cess, and we decided to run It for a
week.
New troops were constantly coming
through, and for six performances we
had the "S. It. O." sign suspended
CHAPTER XIX.
On His Own.
Of course Tommy cannot always be
producing plays under fire but while
In rest billets he has numerous other
ways of amusing himself. He Is a
great gambler, but never plays for
large stakes. Generally, In each com
pany, you will find a regular Canfleld,
This man banks nearly all the games
of chance and Is an undisputed authority on the rules of gambling. Whenever there Is an argument among the
Tommies about some uncertain point
as to whether Houghton Is entitled to
Wntklns' sixpence, the matter Is taken
to the recognized authority and his de
cision is final.
The two most popular games are
"Crown and Anchor" and "House."
The paraphernalia used in "Crown
and Anchor" consists of a piece of can
vas two feet by three feet This Is
divided Into six equal squares. In these
squares are painted a club, diamond,
heart, spade, crown, and an auchor,
one device to a square. There are
three dice used, each dice marked the
same as the canvas. The banker sets
up his gambling outfit In the corner of
g
a billet and starts
until a
crowd of Tommies gathers around;
then the game starts.
The Tommies place bets on the
squares, the crown or anchor being
played the most The banker then
rolls his three dice and collects or pays
out as the case may be. If you play
the crown and one shows up on the
dice, you get even money, if two show
up, you receive two to one, and If three,
three to one. If the crown does not ap
pear and you have bet on it you lose,
and so on. The percentage for the
banker Is large If every square is
played, but If the crowd Is partial to,
say two squares, he has to trust to
luck. The banker generally wins.
The game of "House" 1b very popular
also. It takes two men to run It This
game consista of numerous squares of
cardboard containing three rows of
numbers, five numbers to a row. The
numbers run from one to ninety. Each
card has a different combination.
The French "estamlnets" In the villages are open from eleven In the morn
ing until one In the afternoon In ac
cordance with army orders.
After dinner the Tommies congregate at these places to drink French
beer at a penny a glass and play
"House."
As soon as the estamlnet Is suffi
ciently crowded the proprietors of the
"House" game get busy and, as they
term It "form a school." This consists
of going around and selling cards at
a frunc each. If they have ten In the
school, the backers of the game deduct two francs for their trouble and
the winner gets eight francs.
Then the guuie starts. Each buyer
places his card before him on the ta
ble, first breaking up matches into fif
teen pieces.
One oi the backers of the game has
bally-hooln-

it

Empey tells in the next Installment how the war la crumbling
the British wall of caste, which
once was Insurmountable.
(TO BE CONTINUED
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GREAT BIRDS OF OTHER DAYS
Bones Discovered Prove That In the
Miocene Period They Were Truly
of Enormous Size.
In so far as birds are concerned.
some of the oldest fossils. In the matter of time (Miocene), which have
fallen Into the hands of science, are
those representing the great, flightless, fossil avian giants of Patagonia la
South America. They belong to the
phororhacidae, R. W. Shufeldt writes
In the Scientific American.
Judging from such parts of their fos
sil bones as have been found, tbey
were evidently great terrestrial birds
of prey. Some of the species were
small, but this is made up for by the
others; and In the case of one of them
(brontornls) it had a thigh bone con- slderably larger and longer than that
of an ox."
Of all the remarkable flightless birds
of this group, however, was the giant
phororhacos. It must have been over
eight feet In height, with a skull bigger than that of a full grown horse,
and much deeper from above downward. We know little or nothing of
these birds or what led to their extinction. With its great hooked btek
and powerful claws of great size,
phororhacos must have been a terror
to the animals upon which It prey id.
Skulls and some other bones of
bird have been discovered.
t-i-

Lightning at Sea.
When proper precautions are takin
ships at sea are in no danger of being
destroyed by lightning. Of all the dangers that beset the seaman, lightning
ls the only one that he can guard
against with perfect thoroughness.
Permanent conductors, properly
offer the most complete pro
tectlon from the electric fluid.
Before this fact was well understood, lightning was a very frequent,
cause of damage to shipping. In 1808
to 1815 no fewer than seventy vessels
of the English navy were entirely crippled by being struck. It was a no uur
common thing for vessels to be set oa
fire so completely by lightning as to
defy extinction, with the result that
those on board who were not killed by
the electric discharge In many instances probably lost their Uvel
through being unable to let down tbt
boats before the fire reached them.
What They Asked Him.
There Is one man in town who ti
tired of bearing the name of a sinaU
car of popular make. His name is L
It all hapG. (Baron) Rothschild.
pened like this: On Monday mornlnf
the baron, In his haste to get to th(
Jewett Inauguration, as some soy, slip-- '
ped on the sidewalk and broke a bon
in his wrist and tore loose two ligaments in his right hand. He has si net
been carrying the hand around in a
plaster cast. Since then, whether la
the club or on the street, nine acquaintances out of ten asked him the
"
question, "Were you cranking a
(name deleted to avoid giving free advertising). Indianapolis News
Tea's Growth In Popularity.
The cultivation of tea, started lu
Japan twelve hundred year ago, hai
become one of the principal Industries
of the nation today. More than one
million households are engaged In Its
Industry, with annual yield of one hundred million pounds. In
800 pounds, or 47.2 per cent of the
total production of the country. Including Formosa, were exported to the
United States, amounting to nearly
(8,000,000 In value.
1915,-51,750- ,-
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The American batteries have been an Important factor In Mopping the
great drive of the Huns on the H curdy front. The picture shows n concealed
American battery and members of the gun crew gathering empty shells from
the powerful 75's.
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Incident of Early Spring Offensive of
Huns on the Somme That Should
Make American Proud of
Their Men.
Washington. The story of the pnrt
America and Americans played in aiding the British and the French during
the early spring offensive of the Germans on the Somme caa never be adequately told. Tbe whole picture Is too
big to paint on one canvas. It is only
by describing the work of individuals
and particular groups of workers thut
some Idea of the American effort and
Its effectiveness In this historic battle
can be brought . home to the people
back home and then only In a email
way.
While It Is perhaps only a very
small Incident In the history of thut
great affair, the story of how a small
band of American Bed Cross workers
"carried on" at one of the evacuation
hospitals back of tbe British front
should make Americans proud. When
all bat a few of tbe hospital staff had
left with the two hundred or more
patients and the Germans were advancing only a few miles away, four
American army surgeons, assigned to
the American Red Cross for work at
this particular hospital, declai-etheir
froze
Intention of "sticking till h
over." And six Red Cross ambulance
and truck drivers, as well as several
American Red Cross nurses and aides
"stuck" with them.
The Americans mado their decision
not because of sheer bravado, but because the hospital had the opportunity of serving a few wounded soldiers from day to day and could save
their lives. And at this writing these
d
Americans are still there, giving
medical attention to French
and British soldiers who are brought
back to this hospital because It Is
the nearest one back of that point of
the line.
Tbe big guns of the British and
French have beep planted in the rear
of it and then .moved-- . farther thsrk.
The Boche airmen come over at night
The little group of Americans have
much-neede-
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Cross Establishes
Farms In France.

Truck

Supplies Recreation and Employment
to Convalescents and Increases
Food Supply.
a view to supplying
recreation end employment to convalescents, and Incidentally increasing
the food supply, the American Red
Cross has established ten truck farms
In connection with base hospitals In
Trance where, under trained supervision, the convalescents are raising
vegetables for consumption In the hospitals. The number of farms will be
Increased during tbe year, the American Red Cross supplying seed. Implements and trained supervisión, as well
as money for operating expenses.
At one piece, whore there are throe
base hospitals together, a farm of 100
Is now under cultivation, inougn
Parls.--Wl-

th

seen the troops, guns and trunsports
go by In streams to points In tho rear,
but as long as the wounded are
brought there, these Amorlcnns will
stay.
A few hours after American Bed
Cross headquarters In Paris learned
of the big German offensive, It dispatched eight trucks and motor cars
to this hospital to aid in the evacuation of the putlents. Night and day
the Red Cross drivers worked bringing the wounded from tho hospital to
Paris.
When this had been accomplished
the Bed Cross cars went out Into the
surrounding country to pick up the
wounded, who were attempting to
walk to a hospital, and to aid the
refugees straggling along the r nd.
Besides transporting these two hundred or more wounded men to places
of safety, the Red Cross cars aided
130 refugees to the railheads In three
uays.
But their work had only begun.
Despite the evacuation of the hospital
and the consequent order for more of
the staff to accompany the patients to
points of safety, the wounded kept
coming In. Ninety per cent of them
were serious cases.
Practically all
demanded immediate operations. Not
simple operations, but major ones,
where a steady nerve, delicate fcucb
and sure hand were necessary to give
the wounded the best chance for Ufe.
Night and day the American surgeons worked. There were a few
nurses to assist, but all were tired
completely
fagged,
mentally
and
physically. Every one needed rest.
But there were the men coming In
every few hours, their bodies pitifully
torn, and suffering untold agonies. So
no one thought of stopping, and even
when one did get a few hours off duty
there were the big guns only a few
hundred feet from the hospital. They
belched and roared all night.
Of course, some of the cases were
hopeless and no amount of surgical
skill or medical attention could save
them. Here again the American Red
Cross men came In for more work.
They had to dig the graves and act as
pallbearers.
One night was especially bard. Tbe
doctors were kept busy in the operating room until three o'clock In tbe
morning. The nurses had to have a
bit of rest. One nurse only was available. So again the Red Cross drivers
were called upon One became an aid
to the operating , surgeon, remaining
In service until the list wounded man
was rolled finally into his bed.
the average farm Is about eight acres.
Two of the larger farms are equipped
with tractors. For the most part, bow-eve-r,
the work is band labor, that the
convalescents may profit to the utmost
from the outdoor exercise.
Owing to climate conditions gardenoccupation
ing is an
in France and Is carried on In a most
Intensive way, with every Inch of
ground under cultivation and rows between rows, os, for Instance, cabbages
Wben
between rows of potatoes.
plants are removed In the morning the
ground Is worked over during the day
and by night the soil is again at work
on freshly sown seed. No charge Is
made the hospitals for the produce,
but accounts are kept and It la expected to show that the farms more then
pay for the cost of operation.
Through these gardens many French
Pollus will bsve tbelr first taste of the
great American delicacy, "corn on the
cob." A greater use of a variety of
vegetables Is made In France than In
America and the Red Cross Is supplying seed for beans, beets, cabbage,
cauliflower, brussels sprouts, carrots,
celery, Swiss chard, chicory, corn, cn--

Seattle, Wash. C. O. Morrow, president of the Klllottray Shipbuilding
company, suffered something of a
shock the other morning, but nt Hint It
was nothing to the shock suffered by
several prominent citizens who were
taking u stroll through the company'
big wooden shipbuilding plant.
The citizens were shocked when they
discovered that -- 0 tons of rock salt H
used In building each of the big wooden ships now under construction In
Seattle. Mr. Morrow was shocked because his cullers didn't know that rock
salt Is a shipbuilding material. ICvcry-bodon the water front knows that,
but it seems Unit there are a lot of
prominent business men who didn't.
There Is now a suspicion that only a
very few residents east of Railroad
avenue know that a wooden ship bus
to be salted.
In showing the prominent citizens
uhout his plant Mr. Morrow came to
the building In which he stores this
rock salt. A railroad cur was unloading another shipment.
"This Is where we keep the salt for
the ships," suld Morrow.
"Haw, haw 1" suld one caller, who Is
something of a humorist. "I suppose
you're afraid the ships will get too
fresh?"
"That's the exuet truth," Bald Mr.
Morrow.
But the citizens wouldn't believe him
until they had examined the salt. Some
of them tasted it. The storehouses
contuined 120 tons.
Mr. Morrow explained that the salt
is poured between the frames of a
wooden ship above the water Une and
Is tamped clown solid. Then If any water seeps Into the spaces between tho
frames it Is turned to brine and does
not damage the wood. Instead, it acts
as a preservative.
y
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The wounded soldier's first consolation is a cigarette to soothe his nerves,
and his comrades are sympathetically
eager to bring him the comfort.
Pittsburgh,
ministration

Pa. The local food adhas decided to make
sauerkraut less German by striking
out the hyphen. It has been officially
pluced on the list of patriotic foods
more would be eatand It
en If given the name "pickled
cumbers, leeks, lettuce, melons, macho
salad, onions, parsley, peas, potatoes,
parsnips, pumpkins, radishes, spinach,
squash, tomatoes, turnips, cress, fennel and sorrel. A large amount of the
last Is used both as a boiled vegetable
and In making soup.
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Wichita, Kan. Is a watch
wearing apparel T That Is the e
question that John Lewis, a
Wichita furniture dealer, has
asked the courts to decide. Lew- Is has the business In bis wife's
name. He has been sued sev- eral times lately.
In one suit his watch and all
the money that he happened to f
have with him, 60 cents, were o
attached. Lewis, through h's at- torney, claims that the watch Is
wearing apparel "adornment,"
and cites the Century dictionary e
for proof.
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TOOMBS & TAYLOR.
UNION TITLE & LOAN CO.
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